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Welcome to the Collaboration for Impact magazine (CfI). This 
magazine shows the added value of applying design research in, 
with and beyond the creative industry. The stories presented here 
are witnesses of the fact that multiple value creation urgently 
needs discipline and boundary crossing collaboration. These stories 
also show that we need to learn more about these collaborations 
to increase their potential impact and why we should stay curious, 
step out of our comfort zone, inspire each other, and create the 
space to do so.

Hi!
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A RESILIENT BUILT 
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CULTURAL & ECONOMIC VALUE
-  Supporting a localized economy
-  Encouraging diverse economy
-  Supporting long term societal wealth
-  Contributing to local culture 
-  Responding to local preferences

PRIMARY FUNCTIONS AND AMENITIES  
-  Providing adequate shelter
-  Having access to energy supply 
-  Having access to safe drinking water
-  Having access to food supply 
-  Provide safeguards for human health
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-  Promoting risk awareness
-  Promoting risk preparedness
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-  Enabling immediate recovery

INCLUSIVE AND ADOPTABLE  
-  Integrating with local norms 
-  Allowing for flexibility 
-  Setting an example 
-  Ensuring understanding 
-  Enabling equal opportunities

NETWORK OF INFRASTRUCTURE  
-  Encouraging strong community cohesion 
-  Providing resilient network of institutions 
-  Having a resilient supply of resources 
-  Providing distributed network of 
communications
-  Having a resilient energy network

AVAILABLE AND AFFORDABLE   
- Utilising localised resources 
-  Utilising localised labour 
-  Utilise localised knowledge  
-  Being economically affordable to a 
widespread public
-  Ensuring sustained supply & affordability

LOW ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT  
-  Using renewable resources 
-  Optimising circular life-cycle of resources 
-  Producing minimal emissions and waste
-  Optimising durability
-  Using renewable energy sources

HIGH PERFORMANCE
-  Minimising energy demand 
-  Encouraging awareness of energy usage 
-  Applying passive design principles 
-  Applying responsive design principles 
-  Optimising energy source to use
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Collaboration for Impact magazine (CfI) celebrates the contribution 
of applied design research to creating impact on the challenges 
of our society. How to read “impact”? Impact can be interpreted 
as multiple value creation (meervoudige waardecreatie), as 
simultaneously designing different types of value, such as 
economic, social, cultural, ecological or intellectual value.

Applying design research requires a context and a purpose. 
Therefore, it needs partners and partnerships as well, to have 
an impact in the real world. This magazine and the related 
exhibition at Dutch Design Week ’22 is a shared reflection on 
these collaborations and partnerships and on the impact of values 
created for individuals, communities, institutions and organisations.

This magazine is the result of the shared curiosity of design 
professors and lecturers at universities of applied sciences and 
universities, connected to the Network Applied Design Research 
and/or working on KIEM GoCI funded projects. Their research 
projects with professionals, organisations and individuals are 
presented in this magazine. Together they do not only study and 
learn about applying design research, but through aggregating 
their work in this publication they also reflect on collaborating and 
creating impact – or creating value simultaneously on different 
levels for multiple stakeholders.  

A word about 
Collaboration for Impact

This learning process would not be possible without all the 
professional and academic partners involved in all these projects 
and their curiosity and questions. Answering these questions and 
sharing our learnings can not be done without support of funding 
partners. We are therefore very grateful for the support offered 
by SIA and ClickNL in these projects through for instance the KIEM 
GoCI funding but also in supporting the NADR network.

Sharing and communicating our learnings and insights with creative 
industries professionals and the world can only be achieved by 
collaborating with some of these professionals. Collaboration for 
Impact is designed and made by Fundamentals Academy and Fungi 
Design. The Collaboration for Impact exhibition at Dutch Design 
Week was designed and built with the creative talents of the 
students of the “Practorate meaningful creativity” at St. Lucas.
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Collaboration opens up new 
vistas; project leaders on 
the impact of collaboration

Experimental collaboration with new partners can substantially 
enhance the quality of practical research. We spoke with 
three participants in KIEM GoCI projects about the benefits of 
cooperating with demolition firms, students and moths.

Using happy moths to reduce textile waste: Natural Cleaners
“The idea of using clothes moths in textile recycling is new,” says 
Michelle Baggerman of ArtEZ University of the Arts’ Professorship in 
Tactical Design. “People see moths as troublesome pests because 
their larvae eat holes in clothing. But they also secrete a fibrous 
material, like silkworms.”

Baggerman is the research coordinator for the project Natural 
Cleaners: collaboration with clothes moths. “The textile industry 
is one of the most unsustainable and polluting sectors, and it also 
creates a lot of clothing waste,” she says. “Only some of that is 
reused or recycled. It’s often very difficult to separate different 
natural and artificial fibres out of a textile blend, which makes 
high-quality recycling of used textiles impossible. But there are 
creatures who know how to do it – clothes moths!

“We usually regard clothes moths as a nuisance because their 
larvae eat holes in clothing, and research focuses on extermination. 
But it turns out they’re picky eaters: they choose specific artificial 
or natural fibres. After digesting those fibres, the larvae excrete a 
protein-rich substance, and possibly other useful substancesthat 
can be used for new raw materials, such as biopolymers.

“The collaboration on this project is new; the partners have never 
worked together before. One of our partners is Sympany, a big 
textile collection company. They see the project as extremely 
valuable, because for a while now they’ve been looking for better 
ways of sorting textile materials so more of them can be recycled 
instead of burned. We’re also working with the Dutch Pest & Wildlife 
Expertise Centre. This is the first time they’ve seen research on 
moths that isn’t just aimed at extermination but at finding positive 
uses for these insects.

“We hope that the research will show that moths are able to 
separate relevant fibres out of non-rewearable clothing. We’re 
also curious to see whether frass – moth poo – could provide a 
valuable new raw material. Hopefully we’ll be able to scale up these 
biological principles in follow-up research to contribute to the 
textile industry’s sustainability goals.

“We want to breed happy moths. That is, we want to know what 
conditions they need in order to flourish. We’re already seeing 
promising results. We’re very curious about whether we’ll be able to 
turn the fibres they excrete into something of value. Maybe we’ll 
be able to mimic their metabolism. In any case, these textile-eating, 
frass-excreting creatures are fascinating once you look at them in 
a different light. It’s a small project, but our hopes are high.”

Using AI to accelerate sustainability improvements in housing: 
Identical Strangers
“The postwar housing stock needs to be made more sustainable,” 
says Frank Suurenbroek, a professor of spatial urban 
transformation at Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences. “And 
some of it may be demolished for redevelopment. The building 
industry uses relatively large amounts of materials, resources and 
energy, and that really needs to change. Between about 1965 
and 1990, a great deal of housing was built in a new, industrial 
way. The components were made in factories, and the buildings 
were assembled on site. Architectural firms worked closely with 
construction companies and contractors to build in this way. But 
in many cases we don’t know who built what when. That means 
hundreds of thousands of houses could be almost identical.

“It would be too labour-intensive and time-consuming to map out 
who built what by doing archival research, for instance. And so 
we’re investigating whether artificial intelligence can help us to 
inventory the housing stock. We’re building an alternative dataset, 
using things like Google Street View image recognition, and 
identifying patterns in identical buildings. We’re also interviewing 
architects who worked at design agencies between 1965 and 1990 
to understand the building culture, which will help us to increase 
the predictability of the AI.

“It’s an exploratory study, so we don’t know for sure if it’ll work. If 
it does, though, we’ll be able to massively scale up sustainability 
improvements. Right now, you still have to find out for every 
individual house or apartment building what materials were used 
and what the possibilities are. But if you know the similarities, 
you could update, say, a hundred in the same way. You could also 
massively scale up sustainable demolition. At the moment, we 
don’t know what materials were used until they literally take a 
jackhammer to the building.
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“One thing that’s new for me is working with a demolition company. 
We’re working with GP Groot, a leading circular demolition firm, 
and learning more about what we need to pay attention to, such 
as what questions to ask about construction and materials in the 
interviews.

“What’s great about a short-term project like this is that you 
can really experiment and take up the challenge of working with 
people from a lot of different fields to find promising solutions. 
The KIEM GoCI call is an innovation engine that lets you quickly 
and effectively drill down deep enough to see the potential in new 
types of solutions. You can’t force innovation, but you can try to 
develop it. You need to be able to go down uncertain paths.”

Closing gaps between communities by getting them to see from 
each other’s perspective: Bubble Games Pocketsize
“Our goal is to combat negative polarisation in society and narrow 
the gap between different groups,” says project manager Mariëlle 
Rosendaal of Fontys University of Applied Sciences. “We did an 
experiment in which we used virtual reality to bring two groups of 
community residents closer together – a group of young people 
who were using a shopping centre in Meerhoven in Eindhoven to 
hang out in and the people who lived in the apartments above. Our 
intervention really allowed them to step into in each other’s shoes 
and see things from the other’s perspective. It turned out to be 
highly effective in solving the conflicts between the two groups. 
But the intervention was designed for that specific situation, and it 
was quite expensive.

“Now we want to use insights from that experiment to develop 
a tool that can be used more generically. Virtual reality would 
probably cost too much. So we’re looking into other ways of 
immersing groups in each other’s realities, such as role-playing and 
augmented reality-based challenges, a bit like Pokémon GO. We’re 
doing the project in Doornakkers, a district in Eindhoven that’s 
experiencing problems between rich expats and poorer original 
residents, along with other issues. We’re literally going out into 
the neighbourhood and making lots of contacts – youth workers, 
the mosque, the youth centre, the local police officer, community 
liaison officers, the local residents’ association, an artists’ 
collective. We’re collaborating with Fontys students, local young 
people and other stakeholders to develop a new tool.

“Students add a lot of value in this project, partly because it 
concerns young people. Students from three Fontys bachelor’s 
programmes – pedagogical studies, ICT, and applied psychology 
– are interviewing young people in the neighbourhood. That’s not 
only because we think it’s important to involve education but also 
because we think students are likely to receive more goodwill from 
the interviewees. They’re their peers, and they’re not affiliated with 
the government, for example, so the interviewees will probably be 
more open with them than they would with older researchers and 
designers. So the chance that we’ll be able to develop a useful, 
broadly applicable tool will be greater.”

Colofon

Author:
Mariek Hilhorst

Translated by:
Laura Martz

Contributors:
Michelle Baggerman (ArtEZ University of the Arts)
Frank Suurenbroek (Amsterdam University of Applied 
Sciences)
Mariëlle Rosendaal (Fontys University of Applied Sciences)
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Natural Cleaners: collaboration
 with clothes moths

People are increasingly aware that for a sustainable and resilient 
society nature should no longer be seen as an inexhaustible 
source of raw materials for our well-being and prosperity. We 
must act tactfully in accordance with the principles of the donut 
economy within the vulnerable area between the ecological ceiling 
of our planet and the social foundation for a just subsistence 
level (Raworth, 2017), and within the Critical Zone: the fragile 
biochemical layer between planet earth and the atmosphere which 
determines all life on earth (Latour, 2020). Instead of exploiting 
the earth, humans and non-humans should work together so as 
not to disrupt the delicate balance between ecology, technology 
and culture. In doing so, biomimicry can serve us as a model for 
a new science, as a measure of 3.8 billion years of evolutionary 
experiments, and as a mentor for new relationships with nature 
(Benyus, 1997).

“One of the problems with high-quality 
recycling of used textiles is separating 
different natural and artificial fibres from a 
textile blend.”

The textile industry is known as one of the most unsustainable 
and polluting sectors and also creates a lot of clothing waste, 
of which only a part is reused and/or recycled (UN 2020; Modint 
2021, EU 2022). One of the problems with high-quality recycling 
of used textiles is separating different natural and artificial fibres 
from a textile blend. Large collection and recycling companies as 
well as fashion and textile designers are interested in sustainable 
separation methods and/or creating added value from currently 
unusable residual flows.

In this context we have been established a special collaboration 
between a designer-researcher (Carolijn Slottje), a large textile 
collection company (Sympany), an interdisciplinary group of 
Master’s students from Wageningen University & Research (WUR), 
the Dutch trade association for fashion and textile Modint, fashion 
designers Hellen van Rees and Leenmans & Wicker, Naturalis 
Biodiversity Centre, The Dutch Pest & Wildlife Expertise Centre 
(KAD) and last but not least our natural friends the clothing moths 
Tinea bisselliella and Tinea pellionella.

People regard clothes moths as troublesome pests because their 
larvae eat holes in clothing. Existing research on these moths 
focuses on their extermination. However, Carolijn Slottje discovered 
that clothes moths are picky eaters and select specific artificial or 
natural fibres as their meal. She was curious whether this natural 
process could contribute to a better way of textile recycling. 
Slottje also found that after digesting the textile fibres, the moth 
larvae excrete a protein-rich substance and possibly other useful 
substances that can be used as new raw materials, like biopolymers
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The collaboration in this project is special because the partners 
have never worked together before and are usually operating 
within their own networks and value chains. The transition to a 
sustainable society, however, requires radical innovations with 
newly developed value chains in which stakeholders represent 
very diverse knowledge domains, do not or hardly speak each 
other’s professional language, think from very different theoretical 
frameworks, and have divergent and sometimes even conflicting 
values   and interests.

However, this special collaboration provides added value for all 
parties. Carolijn Slottje is now able to scientifically substantiate 
her first experiments with literature and laboratory research. 
The KAD researcher experiences for the first time that research 
on moths does not only aim at extermination, but can also 
contribute to a positive use of these ‘pests’. WUR students can 
use their theoretical knowledge for an urgent social question. 
Representatives of the fashion and textile industry, like Modint, 
Sympany and designers, participate with great interest in the 
project in search of radical innovations to make the sector more 
sustainable.

It is a pleasure to experience how the partners enthuse and 
stimulate each other in the collaboration, despite the fact that 
there is still a huge gap between the moth research and the 
concrete application possibilities for the fashion designers 
involved. It remains difficult to keep all partners in the process 
properly involved, especially since the emphasis is still on 
laboratory research, the results of which are not all yet known. 
In this, expectation management is of great importance for all 
participants.

“A first surprising interim result is that 
the moths are excellent indicators of 
the different types of fibres that are in a 
garment.”

A first surprising interim result is that the moths are excellent 
indicators of the different types of fibres that are in a garment. 
This concludes that, most clothing labels only tell us half the 
truth. Apparently, we are not the only ones who expect the moth 
research to have an impact: two PhD researchers from the Royal 
College of Art London and York University are conducting a similar 
study. However, an initial exchange of ideas could only take 
place after signing an NDA (Non-Disclosure Agreement) that must 
guarantee the confidentiality of information. This is usually an 
indication that there is a large expected impact. In any case, the 
consortium hopes that the research will show that cloth moths 
can separate relevant fibres in non-rewearable clothing. Also, we 
are curious whether the ‘frass’ (moth shit) provides a new, fertile 
raw material. Hopefully, we are able to scale up these biological 
principles in follow-up research to contribute to the sustainable 
goals of the textile sector.

Colofon

Authors:
Jeroen van den Eijnde
Professor Tactical Design
ArtEZ University of the Arts

Partners:
ARTEZ, Carolijn Slottje, Sympany, Master’s students from 
Wageningen University & Research (WUR), Modint, Hellen van 
Rees, Leenmans, & Wicker, Naturalis Biodiversity Centre, The 
Dutch Pest & Wildlife Expertise (KAD).
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Collaboration by design in 
sustainable tourism development

Tourism has long served as a solution to strengthen a weak 
industrial economy, by selling a picturesque destination image or 
cultural treasures to some history-enthusiastic tourists. However, 
negative impacts of tourism, such as overtourism, gentrification 
or the disneyfication of heritage sites, have long been neglected. 
Many international destinations worldwide, like The Great Wall of 
China, Venice, or the Taj Mahal, but also Rotterdam in a smaller 
way, struggle in similar ways with balancing the pros and cons of 
tourism development and the capitalization of cultural heritage 
sites. 

“Growth of tourism from this perspective 
is not necessarily a positive result as it has 
consequences for other participants in the 
system, suffering from overcrowding, and 
rising housing prices.”

Challenges of the destination ecosystem are comparable 
across cities, urban fringes, and rural areas. Often a handful of 
key stakeholders formulate and prioritize tourism development 
goals, with the intention to efficiently use resources to expand 
tourism to the next level without acknowledging challenges 
coming with that. For instance, tourism development is mostly 
a priority for stakeholders active in the tourism system such as 
conference centers, hotels, museums, tour operators and local 
policy makers in the economic domain. The main stake for each 
of these stakeholders is very often growth in visitor numbers and 
revenue. However, sustainable development of a city requires the 
tourism product-service system to contribute to a much larger 
socio-economical ecosystem of the city. Growth of tourism from 
this perspective is not necessarily a positive result as it has 
consequences for other participants in the system, suffering from 
overcrowding, and rising housing prices. Therefore, the question 
remains: How to make sure tourism contributes to the city towards 
a conscious destination?

The SmartCulTour project is a four-year project that aims to 
support sustainable cultural tourism development in European 
regions with important tangible and intangible cultural assets. In 
this project a toolkit for sustainable cultural tourism development 
was created. This toolkit provides tools and methods for 
stakeholder engagement and decision making. The tools were 
tested in six Living Labs throughout Europe. One of these Living 
Labs is in the suburbs of Rotterdam supported by the destination 
management organization Rotterdam Partners and the local 
university of applied sciences InHolland. Participants range from 
the municipality itself, to local cultural institutions, social urban 
designers, as well as residents and tourism and hospitality related 
entrepreneurs.

“Each neighborhood has different needs, 
for instance in relation to job creation, 
recreation and culture.”

The Rotterdam tourism vision states that visitors are welcome in 
the city, while their presence should contribute to the quality of 
life of Rotterdam residents, through the creation of preservation 
funds for local (intangible) cultural heritage, events, talent 
development and the construction of jobs, to name a few. However, 
as tourism in Rotterdam is growing fast, the municipality needs 
tourists to visit areas outside the mainstream places of the city 
center. Collaboration is needed to ensure tourism contributes 
to neighborhoods that would benefit from these visitors. Each 
neighborhood has different needs, for instance in relation to job 
creation, recreation and culture. Creating attractive places that 
serve resident needs, but that are also attractive for visitors 
requires local stakeholders to collaborate, set shared goals and co-
design solutions.
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A serious game for collaborative design
One of the tools in the SmartCulTour toolkit is a serious game. 
This hybrid role-playing game uses a combination of a digital 
dashboard, a mobile app, and physical intervention cards. The 
game can be contextualized and played in any city or region and 
is designed to cater for 10-15 players. The setup of the game 
can be tailored to any local situation to represent a number 
of different development scenarios. So far, the game has been 
played with policy makers, cultural heritage managers, community 
leaders, tourism professionals, residents, and cultural/creative 
entrepreneurs.

Players take the role of a specific regional cultural tourism 
stakeholder (e.g. resident, tourist, entrepreneur, environmentalist, 
policy officer) aiming to achieve their own objectives by creating 
and proposing interventions or by supporting someone else’s 
intervention. Typically, players are assigned to a role that is not 
their own role in the real world, forcing them to change perspective. 
During the game, support from other player stakeholders is needed, 
which leads to discussions, negotiations, and compromises. After 
proposing interventions and negotiating which interventions get 
executed with the available resources, all players evaluate the 
chosen interventions against the goals they have as a stakeholder 
by means of a mobile app. Results of the evaluation are displayed 
in the form of KPIs on a dashboard, which is also the basis for 
reflection and reevaluation of the players’ goals and strategy. 
Players are encouraged to collaboratively reflect on (un)expected 
impacts of their interventions and the reason behind these 
changes.

Playing the game, in different destinations, has led to inspiring 
discussions on how tourism can be developed bottom-up. Playing 
the game creates awareness among stakeholders on how tourism 
can stimulate and hinder quality of life in the neighborhood and 
(intangible) heritage conservation. Many players in the living labs 
have indicated how playing this game has altered their vision on 
how tourism could develop.
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BASSTA: Encouraging 
sustainable waste behavior 

Every year, an average Dutch household produces 1165 kilogram 
of waste. For high-quality recycling of this waste, we need 
to separate the waste properly, as placing something in the 
wrong container may jeopardize the whole recycling process. 
Municipalities are keen to increase the amount of waste that is 
separated as well as to reduce the contamination of the separated 
fractions. This requires a change in the habitual behavior of 
residents which is especially challenging in high-rise buildings 
where residents have to go downstairs for communal containers.

A lot of research has already been done on behavioral factors 
around waste separation, mostly focusing on so-called nudges that 
rather silently redirect behavior without changing the underlying 
motivation. However, because underlying values and motivation do 
not change, the behavioral changes are not structurally embedded. 
In the BASSTA research project, we therefore aim to develop and 
test interventions that take people briefly out of their unconscious 
waste separation behavior and make them think consciously about 
what they are doing. This type of intervention is sometimes called a 
rational override. But first, we need to understand people’s current 
behavior, the opportunities for waste separation they have in and 
around their homes, and their motivations for separating waste or 
not. This should lead to touch points to create interventions on 
automatic behavior so that a sustainable change in this behavior 
can take place.

For this research, close collaboration takes place between 
two types of researchers: design researchers and behavioral 
psychologists. These researchers, in turn, work with residents and 
professionals from the municipality that are responsible for the 
development and implementation of waste policy. The collaboration 
between design researchers and behavioral psychologists led to 
the development of a do-book as a research instrument, to gain a 
clear view on the true waste journey in households. 70 residents 
started working with this ‘dirt diary’ and carried out various 
assignments over several weeks around different types of waste, 
for example plastics, organic waste, paper, and textile. For instance, 
they visualized waste solutions in their kitchen, photographed 
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waste generated when preparing a meal, and described how they 
disposed of the waste in the kitchen and in communal containers. 
The do-books completed by the residents were analyzed by the 
researchers. For each waste type, the behavior exhibited, the 
underlying reasons for that behavior, and what else the researchers 
noticed were examined.

The insights this provided in the true waste journey, showed 
at which points in the process interventions can be made to 
change behavior. In co-creation with professionals and residents, 
possible interventions in the public space and in homes were 
developed that may ‘disrupt’ automatic behavior and make 
residents reflect on their behavior and, as a result, separate waste 
better. Two interventions were selected and field tested in various 
municipalities throughout The Netherlands: a starter package for 
residents to make waste separation easier, and a communication 
campaign at communal containers and in the halls of apartment 
buildings.

Through the close collaboration with professionals and residents 
for designing and field testing the interventions, the proposed 
solutions fit well with its users and the context in which they take 
place. It leads to concrete action perspectives for professionals at 
municipalities with which they can encourage sustainable behavior 
from residents. Ultimately, this contributes to more and better 
recycling of waste and thus the transition to a circular economy.
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Materializing power dynamics 
behind AI through design

Artificial Intelligence (AI) promises to solve challenges both in 
the private and public sector. In industry, for example, future 
accountants and marketeers will share their day-to-day tasks with 
AI bots. In the public sector, AI could help governments to act more 
quickly in crisis situations or anticipate disasters. 

Future prospects point towards a high level of entanglement of 
AI with humans’ identities, wants and needs, through increasing 
accessibility to technology in our daily life. Yet, the rise of AI can 
also lead to an unhealthy living environment for people and the 
planet. Today, signs of that are already visible. Headlines about fake 
news, systemic racism, surveillance, targeted human manipulation, 
and the impact of datacenters on natural ecosystems continue to 
surface in the media (Crawford, 2021; Noble, 2018). In response to 
that, AI ethics has received a lot of attention over the last couple of 
years. (Lanier, 2020). 

“Some might not get a seat at the table 
in the first place, resulting in reinforced 
societal inequality”

Co-creation with multiple stakeholders (e.g., governments, 
corporates, citizens, students and experts) is often mentioned 
as a way to create more responsible AI (Züger & Asghari, 2022). 
However, in these contexts the fundamental question of how 
power dynamics influence the creation of an AI system, is not 
always addressed (Sloane et al., 2020). Awareness about this issue 
is important because, for example, some stakeholders’ voices might 
have less value than those with more power or knowledge. Some 
might not get a seat at the table in the first place, resulting in 
reinforced societal inequality (O’Neil, 2017).

That is why this research is geared towards more even power 
distributions of stakeholders representing both people and planet 
within co-creation sessions. For this goal, it is necessary to improve 
communication, bridge knowledge domains and overcome language 
barriers. Boundary objects have proven to play a significant role in 
achieving these purposes (Gerling, 2020). 

We propose a boundary object that can be used in co-creation 
sessions, which specifically focuses on making power dynamics 
behind AI more explicit. By this, we aim to create novel insight 
about 1) how boundary objects can be used as a tool for equal 
engagement and dialogue about power dynamics and 2) how 
awareness about power dynamics can translate into responsible 
decision making contexts.

“The boundary object aims to materialize 
the power dynamics behind AI and the way 
these affect people and the planet.”

The boundary object
The boundary object aims to materialize the power dynamics 
behind AI and the way these affect people and the planet. The 
most effective way to do this is to make an object that has visual 
meaning through common knowledge. That is why, we chose to 
work with a literal translation of the metaphor for power: ‘Who pulls 
the strings?’

The multiple layers within the boundary object are structured as 
follows:

A. Planet
B. People affected by technology
C. Types of energy consumption
D. Amount of energy use
E. Technology (AI)
F. Power system
G. Value of voice
H. People in power
I. Degrees of power

The design invites different ways by which stakeholders can add, 
subtract and restructure elements to materialize scenarios of 
power systems.

The interaction starts with placing people in power (H) on a playing 
field (F). The varying weights of the pawns (G) and their placement 
on the board (I) have an influence on the balance of the entire 
system that decides if and how AI is designed and implemented 
(E). Simultaneously, it affects the amount of energy use (D), the 
amount of control over people (B) and how the planet is exploited 
(A). The AI application (E) is not an interactive element, rather it 
changes form indirectly by moving pieces within the layer of power 
(H). Emphasizing that this is where responsible AI starts.  
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“The object can reflect the existence of 
friction as it becomes visible and tangible.”

The boundary object does not represent a truth but invites 
different interpretations (Star, 2010). As such, it functions as a 
common ground on which stakeholders can meet each other. 
The boundary object can help to analyze ‘what and who’ played 
a role in the creation of (ir)responsible AI, and facilitates the 
redesign of AI applications by imagining scenarios that lead to 
responsible AI. The object can reflect the existence of friction as 
it becomes visible and tangible. This allows stakeholders to single 
out important details within a complex system and share beliefs, 
thoughts and actions. 

Transdisciplinary lab
The context of use of the boundary object is the ‘Lab for 
Responsible Applied Artificial InTelligence (RAAIT)’ at Rotterdam 
University of Applied Sciences. The lab focuses on the business 
services sector: marketeers, accountants, consultants, ICT 
providers etc.. How can they develop Artificial Intelligence 
applications which are (and remain) responsible, ethically and 
socially? In the lab, we are working together with businesses, 
researchers, governments and students from various disciplines 
(Communication, Media Design, Game Design , IT and several 
business studies).

Figure 1 : Diagram showing relationship of elements within the boundary object
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MAYA: Improving sleep for vulnerable 
and critically ill patients

Sleep is essential to prevent and recover from disease and delirium. 
Critically ill patients admitted to an Intensive care (IC), medium care 
(MC) or cardiac care (CC) unit often sleep insufficiently. External 
stimuli such as light, alarms and other sounds, personnel and 
lack of privacy are important causes. As a result the IC/MC and 
CC environment is often experienced as disruptive. In addition, 
patients being awake at night increase nurses’ workload. 

“We believe that the MAYA will improve 
quality of sleep, and reduce delirium, 
agitation, stress and fear.”

The MAYA is an innovative “hood”, developed by Micro-Cosmos, 
which can be placed over the head of the hospital bed. With 
the MAYA, the Micro-Cosmos start-up aims to create an micro-
environment where patients are able to exclude disruptive external 
stimuli. We believe that the MAYA will improve quality of sleep, and 
reduce delirium, agitation, stress and fear. In our project, we will use 
a pilot study to determine the feasibility of the MAYA with critically 
ill patients. We will also explore patient’s experiences and the 
experiences of nurses,  and determine MAYA’s effects on sleep, fear, 
stress, agitation, delirium, light and sound. By positively influencing 
the hospital environment, we hope the MAYA will contribute to 
an improvement of quality of care for vulnerable and critically ill 
patients. 

For this project, Micro-Cosmos collaborates with the IC of the 
Radboudumc. Micro-Cosmos consists of Eef Lamers (master in 
Physics and Astronomy) and Skip Kandelaar (Industrial Product 
Designer). Both strive to improve patient care with innovative 
technology. From the Radboudumc, dr. Bram Tilburgs and dr. Mark 
van den Boogaard are involved. Both are former ICU nurses and 
researchers with a special interest in patient-centred care, patients 
comfort, delirium and long term consequences of an ICU admission. 
Within this collaboration, Micro-Cosmos provides the MAYA and 
trains IC/MC/CC nurses in its use. The Radboudumc researchers 
include patients, gather and analyse data.

During this project, an innovative product is being tested in an 
environment with very high demands. In the ICU, MC and CC, nurses 
and physicians should be able to observe patients easily and, 
in an emergency, approach patients from all sides. Deploying a 
product in such an environment requires a lot of insights in the 
workflow of healthcare professionals. Before the start of this 
project, such information was not yet available. The Micro-Cosmos 
team therefore first had to study the ICU, MC and CC in great detail 
before the MAYA could be used with critically ill patients.

While the collaborators were focusing on the development of 
the MAYA and preparing the research protocols, they were also 
confronted with unforeseen complications. Just before the start 
of the study the hospital beds were replaced by a different model. 
Because of this, the MAYA had to be adjusted. This shows that, in 
large organizations, it is important to involve all stakeholders when 
projects are being prepared. 

The information and data gathered with this project, is used to 
further improve the MAYA. If quality of sleep can be improved, 
patients recover faster and may experience less complications. As 
a result, length of stay and thus healthcare costs may be reduced 
and quality of care will improve. 
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“During our project, it became clear how 
important it is to gain insights from all 
the different stakeholders, because the 
questions raised can only bring you further.”

Our object consists of an artistic impression of the collaboration 
between different healthcare professionals, product designers, 
business developers and many more. All these different 
stakeholders have different views and together it has to come 
together in one product. At first it might seem impossible to meet 
all the demands, which symbolizes this object. During our project, 
it became clear how important it is to gain insights from all the 
different stakeholders, because the questions raised can only bring 
you further.
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Dolly Rope - Collaboration 
for a cleaner sea

Development of a brush with a core made of wasted dolly rope

The Circular Plastics research group at NHL Stenden University of 
Applied Sciences aims to contribute to a sustainable society by 
making smarter use of residual waste flows of plastic materials 
and products. The Dolly Rope project shows that cooperation with 
various stakeholders is essential for this.

“The question is what to do with all that 
dolly rope, since there is no good processing 
method available yet.”

Dolly rope is a product used in bottom fishing, where a fishing 
cutter or trawler pulls trawls across the bottom of the sea. To 
prevent damage and wear to the nets, dolly rope is attached to 
the trawl nets. Dolly rope consists of orange or blue threads of 
polyethylene, and is attached in bunches under the nets. In Europe, 
about 100,000 kilos of dolly rope are consumed each year, 40,000 
kilos of which are consumed by Dutch fishermen (Strietman, 2021). 
Dolly rope loses its effect after about two months after which it 
is replaced. The discarded dolly rope is collected in the harbor to 
prevent it from ending up in the sea. However, the question is what 
to do with all that dolly rope, since there is no good processing 
method available yet. 

Therefore, KIMO (a Norwegian abbreviation that stands for 
“Kommunernes Internationale Miljøorganisation”), an association of 
coastal municipalities fighting against marine pollution, asked the 
Circular Plastics research group to find a suitable application for 
discarded dolly rope. This was a kind of ‘chicken and egg situation’, 
because when developing a suitable application for the residual 
material, you first need to know what this residual flow looks like 
exactly. At the same time, the way the residual stream is processed 
still had to be developed, and the design of the final product 
could influence the way the raw material (the dolly rope) would be 
processed. 

“In this way, a truly circular product is 
created, starting (as dolly rope) and ending 
(as a scrub brush) on the fishing boat.”

The development of a prototype of a possible final product was 
a way to get out of this impasse. Therefore, an initial concept 
development phase was carried out by students from the Industrial 
Product Design course from Hanze University of Applied Sciences 
and students from the Circular Plastics minor at NHL Stenden. 
During this process, the dolly rope was recycled, after which 
the processed material was used to design a scrubbing brush 
for fishing boats. In this way, a truly circular product is created, 
starting (as dolly rope) and ending (as a scrub brush) on the fishing 

Figure 1 : New Dolly Rope Value Chain

boat. Through this cyclical approach, the value of the dolly rope 
waste becomes clear to the fishermen, giving them additional 
motivation to continue collecting the dolly rope separately. To 
actually manufacture this brush, Jobo Borstelfabriek was involved 
in the project. The model of the scrubbing brush resulted into a 
further development of the concept together with this company in 
cooperation with Bek & Verburg - a maritime waste processor - and 
Groningen Seaports.
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Since the development of a mold for the relatively large scrub 
brush was quite costly, it was finally decided to develop a nail 
brush, since a smaller mold could be used for this. Ultimately, within 
the project, the entire process of waste collection, processing, and 
application in a new injection molded product was developed. This 
demonstrated that dolly rope, if properly processed, can be used 
for the serial production of relatively high quality products. Further 
development of the recycling process will be taken up by Bek & 
Verburg and a recycler.

Reflecting on the development of the overall value chain (see 
Figure 1), we see that an initial design of a possible final product 
helped to define the overall value chain. This allowed the necessary 
stakeholders to be identified, and the impasse of an equation with 
too many unknowns to be resolved.

“All in all, the dolly rope shows that 
effective cooperation between government, 
knowledge institutions and business is 
required to take concrete steps towards a 
truly circular economy.”

Looking at the role of the different actors during this process, we 
see that the overall process was driven by a semi-governmental 
organization (KIMO). NHL Stenden played an important role as 
a driver of possible promising solutions, and as an intermediary 
between the different organizations. This is partly possible 
because the university can focus on societal challenges where it 
is not yet exactly clear how the value chain fits together, and thus 
will not be picked up by industry on its own. The added value for 
Jobo Borstelfabriek is to be able to sell products with a ‘story’. But 
it is expected that the biggest benefits will ultimately be to the 
waste processor, because the dolly rope waste can be processed 
more easily, increasing the value of the raw waste material. In 
addition, the recycler has an additional material stream to process 
and market. When the entire process is successfully completed, 
it adds value throughout the value chain, as visualized in Figure 2. 
All in all, the dolly rope shows that effective cooperation between 
government, knowledge institutions and business is required to 
take concrete steps towards a truly circular economy.

Figure 2: Positive Impact of Recycling of Dolly Rope

Figure 3: Dolly Rope at a fisher boat in Harlinger Haven. 

Photo by Bernd Abeling 2022
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Trashure

Every year, 305 million kilograms of textiles are discarded in the 
Netherlands. Textile collectors are not able to absorb this huge 
amount as no clear commercial usage has been identified as 
profitable enough to invest limited resources. Part is being sold 
for re-use but the recycle qualities are growing steadily. Business 
models for these qualities are non-existent. There is an increase in 
demand for recycled yarns but upscaling the circular processing 
of textiles lacks behind. Only 1% of current clothing consists of 
recycled textiles, while the ambition of the Dutch government 
for 2030 is to increase the application of recycled textiles up to 
50% of all produced (textile) products. The goal is to arrive full 
circle with 100% circular textiles by 2050. This vision requires 
contemporary business models that optimally balance supply and 
demand.

“The demand for recycled textile is very 
limited as it lacks appeal and is considered 
‘not attractive’ enough for fashionable and 
high-quality products.”

Textile sorters emphasise that the traditional business model of 
discarded textiles is under pressure. Besides technical issues, the 
demand for recycled textile is very limited as it lacks appeal and is 
considered ‘not attractive’ enough for fashionable and high-quality 
products. To solve this issue, Trashure combines two objectives: 

1. Increasing awareness about textile consumption and 
specifically re-appreciating textile waste. 

2. Enabling commercialization of an accessible product line that 
uses textile waste as primary resource.

Collaboration with what or whom
The Hague University (HHS) has partnered with three organisations 
that represent crucial steps in textile eco-systems. i-did is an 
inclusive Dutch company that transforms textile waste into 
designer felt. Internationally acclaimed sustainable haute couture 
designer Ronald van der Kemp dresses celebrities such as Michelle 
Obama, Celine Dion and Katy Perry. Sympany is a Dutch textile 
collector and sorter seeking for new ways to revalue textile waste. 
Together they aim to offer attractive and sustainable fashion items 
made from felt: from trash to treasure. Trashure aims to deliver a 
sustainable business case that offers design as catalyst for the 
broad acceptance of circular textile as a commercially attractive 
resource for fashion.

“Next to the human partners, our most 
important collaboration partner is material in 
nature: the textile itself. “

Next to the human partners, our most important collaboration 
partner is material in nature: the textile itself. Imagine that you are 
a T-shirt that is no longer being worn and is discarded in a textile 
container. Sympany will collect you and sort you in a warehouse 
in Utrecht where you’ll be put together with other clothing items. 
As a batch with your new friends, you are then transported to the 
i-did factory where you are taken apart into small pieces of fiber. To 
then be put together again as a new material: felt. The next thing 
you know is that you’re taken to Amsterdam where Ronald van 
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“The four partners, each with their own 
specialism, share a common vision to have 
maximum positive impact on the fashion 
industry.”

Added value of collaboration
The four partners, each with their own specialism, share a common 
vision to have maximum positive impact on the fashion industry. 
Collaborating in project Trashure enhances their capacity to 
think and act beyond the boundaries and interests of their own 
organization towards the benefits for the entire eco-system. It 
triggers their creativity and expands their horizon to take different 
perspectives into account supporting more results-oriented ways 
of working. It supports crafting new value webs around reclaiming 
discarded textiles that ideally will replace current linear textile 
supply chains. Additionally, for the three company partners 
Trashure provides an avenue to develop new ways of generating 
revenue. 

Furthermore, the collaboration can be characterized by four key 
practices:

• First, trust is essential and serves as the basis for all activities 
undertaken within the partnership. Trusting in each other’s 
expertise, pure intentions and honesty about what you 
bring to the partnership are all ingredients for impactful 
collaboration. 

• Second, open communication is crucial to sustain a good 
relationship. Frustrations and obstacles can be navigated with 
a quick phone call to clear the sky.

• Third, patience is crucial, for example when the process 
is delayed by external forces such as covid or technical 
difficulties. To be able to make time your ‘friend’ instead of 
‘enemy’ requires an awareness about what needs to unfold in 
the moment. And the flexibility to detach from any planning 
you originally had.

• Fourth, celebrating each other brings joy and a sense of 
community to the partnership. Small successes are shared 
via a joint WhatsApp group and shared through the partners’ 
social media channels. These interactions lift the whole 
consortium to a level of increased energy and willingness to 
invest in the partnership. 

What has been designed?
Our collaboration and the story we aim to tell comes to life in the 
artefacts RVDK has designed. They serve as conversation pieces 
to create awareness and consult with stakeholders in the textile 
industry about chances to re-design their value chains. Indeed, 
they function as boundary objects to show a glimpse of what a 
circular textile future could look like.

der Kemp molds you or laser-cuts you into a magnificent couture 
design. From ending up in a container, not sure what your destiny 
will be, you then actually get to adorn the body of a famous singer. 
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Healthy Work Environments for Teachers: 
Natural Workspace

There is a growing demand for design guidelines for stress-
reducing workspaces. This comes from the creative industry in 
general and especially, from Schoots Architecten and IJsfontein. 
These insights should be based on design interventions and 
evaluations.

There is limited attention to the influence of the environment on 
the reduction of work-related stress, in the sector of education. 
This whereas burn-out occurs above average in this sector (24% in 
education, compared to 17% on average). The nature of the job is 
the main cause for the experience of high workload for teachers, 
but the work environment is also an important factor.

“The goal of this project is to create a work 
environment that is stress relieving.”

Therefore, the target group for this research is higher education 
professors, as a first step. The goal of this project is to create 
a work environment that is stress relieving. The first results are 
an evaluated test environment: the Natural Workspace, and 
accompanied design guidelines. In future projects, these results 
can be translated to other work environments.

For the research process we followed the Empathic Research 
cycle. This contains four phases; Exploration, Translate, Design, 
and Validate. In the Exploration phase, we conducted research 
by conducting expert interviews and interviews with teachers 
who experienced burn-out. We gained in-depth insights into the 
experiences of the users by using the method contextmapping: a 
diary with 18 participants and a focus group session. The research 
led to the following insights: 

• Teachers skip breaks or take ad hoc breaks; 
• Teachers suffer from noise pollution in flex offices; 
• Bringing nature into the building provides an opportunity; and 
• The Pomodoro time management technique offers a healthy 

balance between work and recuperation. 

Based on the explorative research, we derived two design themes, 
Time and Social. With Time supporting on getting a grip on time, 
and Social supporting on social cohesion with colleagues. Of these 
two options, Time has been chosen to focus on, because when the 
feeling occurs of having more ownership on time, negative stress 
will diminish. To create a healthy work environment, it is necessary 
to have a healthy balance between work and relaxation. 

At DDW we expose the Natural Workspace. In this work environment, 
the professor is surrounded by nature and guided through the 
Pomodoro time management method by nature. The Pomodoro 
method will support focus and concentration for 25 minutes, after 
which one will take a break for 5 minutes. Going forward, the design 
could become adaptive and the work cycle offered by the system 
could be personalized.

Natural Workspace – Detail Butterfly

“In both cases, the attention of the user will 
be drawn towards nature, to create a break 
in a natural and relaxing way.”

Two setups were created, Forest and Sea. In the first test setup, 
the work environment has the shape of a Forest, with elements 
from nature such as rustling plants, a life stream to a bird’s nest, 
forest sounds, and a fluttering butterfly. In the second test set-up,  
sight and sound of Sea waves are used. The rhythm of the waves 
follows the breathing rhythm of the user. Biofeedback is given by 
the movement of the sea. In both cases, the attention of the user 
will be drawn towards nature, to create a break in a natural and 
relaxing way.
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The design works because nature creates a relaxing atmosphere, in 
addition to the teacher experiencing more control over their time 
schedule, because of the time management method. Because the 
work environment relieves stress and related complaints and aims 
to prevent long-term illness failure, the employer also benefits.

With the research as a whole, we try to contribute to a healthier 
society. We try to get more attention to health in the workplace 
and support work well-being and happiness by relieving stress.

Within the project, we cooperated with project partners IJsfontein 
and Schoots architecten as well as with student teams from HAN, 
CMD, and IPO. The students received the case as a design project. 
Their research outcomes and design results have led to broader 
knowledge and inspiration for the general research and design 
process. 

From the collaboration, we learned about all disciplines, and 
gathered knowledge from different perspectives, which enriched 
the project.

Our partners IJsfontein and Schoots Architecten have inspired 
the student groups with their involvement at the beginning of 
the project, by showing best practices and joining co-creation 
sessions. In addition, they were there during mid and end 
presentations providing the students with useful and constructive 
feedback. 

Because of the restrictions related to Covid, we held some sessions 
online in the beginning of the project, which we would rather have 
done physically. In a next experiment (more) physical meetings 
could be organized at the companies of the partners.

The planter that we show here, accompanied by a movie of the 
test setups placed in the work environment and models of possible 
elaborations, exhibits how nature can influence the work rhythm 
and can take care of a healthy balance between productive work 
and relaxation. Therefore, this design aims to contribute to greater 
work pleasure.

Natural Workspace – Butterflies
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Robotstories

Do you know what the beach feels like?” The voice of the robot 
sounds a bit shaky, but sympathetic. It seems the robot really 
wants to know. All by itself, this autonomous robot is having a 
conversation with Mrs. L. It looks white, androgynous, and has the 
size of a primary school child. With small wheels instead of feet, 
and a tablet on its chest. The robot’s name is Memo. The writers 
thought it would be a witty name, because the lady across the 
robot has a form of dementia. ‘…’ Mrs L. hesitates for a bit, while 
she feels with her fingers in the jar of beach sand that the robot 
just gave her. Then she says: “Floury… The beach feels floury”. 
“That’s interesting”, Memo the robot responds.

The conversation between Memo the robot and Mrs L. is happening 
in a corner of the recreation area at the care centre. She comes 
here every Thursday for the daytime activities. By her side is one of 
her familiar care workers. Memo the robot is accompanied by one 
of the authors who designed the interaction; just in case the robot 
gets a bit confused. From a distance, a few more elderly are looking 
curiously, wondering what’s going on over there, with that oddly 
speaking device sitting in the corner.

Literary culture
Writing speech for a healthcare robot is a new aspect of the 
changing literary practice. Until deep in the 20th century, literary 
writing was marked by the traditional communication format. The 
author was an original genius, bringing stories to the reading public 
via publishers, printers, and book stores. The author of today, as a 
consequence of digitalisation and the equal access to distribution 
methods, is increasingly becoming an unoriginal genius, who often 
has to work uncreatively. This modern author understands the art 
of story collection and sampling, recycling texts, reordering and 
distributing them via multiple channels.

Transdisciplinary co-creation
Complex social issues can only be solved by crossing the 
boundaries of disciplines and domains, from a cohesive set of 
perspectives. The transdisciplinary co-creation that is needed 
for this is the research topic in the Robotstories projects: a 
methodology for collaboration and collective research. The 
authors of Robotstories are part of a collective. They write their 
texts iteratively, together with interaction designers, software 
programmers, healthcare workers, and, of course, the participating 
elderly. The stories are shaped by the interplay between them. This 
means that the writers are required to hand over a part of their 
authorship, while it demands from the other disciplines to think in 
terms of narratives. The product is no longer a literary artefact, but 
a creative production process: a development that eventually leads 
to a kind of catharsis for each of the creators involved.

“We are researching how meaningful 
communication and interaction between 
human and robot can be stimulated, by 
strategies that are focused on narrativity 
and on the personal stories of the 
conversation partner.”
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Literature
Notes of the invisible (in Dutch): 
https://www.notulenvanhetonzichtbare.nl/notulen/
robotstories-tazelaar-kessels/
https://www.notulenvanhetonzichtbare.nl/notulen/
robotstories-nicole-kaandorp/
https://www.notulenvanhetonzichtbare.nl/notulen/
robotstories-sam-theunissen/

Video HKU (with English subtitles):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dJdO1Lt5F3w

Interview SIA (in Dutch):
https://regieorgaan-sia.nl/praktijkgericht-onderzoek/
uitgelichte-projecten/betekenisvolle-dialogen-met-sociale-
robots/

Link to SIA project database (in Dutch):
https://www.sia-projecten.nl/project/robotstories

Content on an earlier Robotstories edition with children, 
Video Wintertuin (in Dutch):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y0Yo6A6HKzs
https://www.notulenvanhetonzichtbare.nl/notulen/
robotstories-merlijn-huntjens/

Meaningful interaction
Mrs. L explains to the robot what the beach feels like. Any time 
Memo doesn’t understand a response, she repeats herself. 
Throughout the interaction, she’s growing a bit. Usually, she is the 
needy one while communicating. In these interactions, Mrs L. and 
the other participants are no longer people with an impairment. 
Instead, they grow into the role of the human who tries to help 
another entity. In this project, we are researching how meaningful 
communication and interaction between human and robot can be 
stimulated, by strategies that are focused on narrativity and on the 
personal stories of the conversation partner.

Partnership
In 2021 and 2022, HKU, Wintertuin, ArtEZ and the Vrije Universiteit 
worked together on interactive stories for social robots in 
healthcare. Together with healthcare centres Vitalis WoonZorg 
Groep and AxionContinu, methods were explored to let a social 
robot (the Pepper) engage in meaningful interactions with elderly 
people who have dementia. Writers Annemieke Dannenberg, Yentl 
van Stokkum and Max Hermens collaborated with researchers / 
interaction designers Mike Ligthart (VU) and Jorrit Thijn (HKU) to 
collectively work on a narrative script for the robot to enact while 
interacting with a human.
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Smartly greening together: 
Small Five Rules

Working together for a green and biodiverse living environment is 
of vital importance. There is a great social urgency to go green, 
while at the same time, the municipality is pushing for densification 
of the city. This seems contradictory and raises questions. As 
a result, those involved often fail to sufficiently develop a joint 
agenda and bridge conflicts of interest. District managers of 
the municipality of Eindhoven have noticed that residents are 
encountering resistance to the city’s ambitions. It is important for 
residents to know what they can actually do and what this activity 
can bring them. In order to create support among residents, a 
community-up approach is indispensable. 

Community-up 
The aim of this project is to reconcile the conflicting interests by 
involving all stakeholders in the greening of their neighborhood 
from the outset. By connecting private gardens with public green 
spaces in the neighborhood, we increase biodiversity and livability 
at the neighborhood level. Organizing this collaboration ‘community 
up’, the collective knowledge and experience network is used. 
This leads to richer solutions with a greater chance of success. 
Multidisciplinary collaboration is essential for tackling these kinds 
of complex issues. 

“Green corridors are created that contribute 
to a healthy living environment and 
community building.”

Actionable perspective 
By mapping out, together with local residents, their own gardens 
and the public green areas, discussing wishes and possibilities, 
and developing a concrete actionable perspective, biodiversity 
in the neighborhood can be better coordinated and increased. 
Students also map out the neighborhood, residents’ wishes, 
and opportunities through design-oriented research. With this 
compiled insight, a supported plan for the approach in this 
neighborhood emerges. Green corridors are created that contribute 
to a healthy living environment and community building. The goal 
is to realize and let grow the feeling of own contribution and own 

responsibility for this greening towards a collective green and 
biodiverse environment. In the co-creation process we make use 
of available databases on biodiversity and social structure in the 
neighborhood. These include the database of the Central Bureau 
of Statistics, Kansenkaart Biodiversiteit, and the National Database 
Flora and Fauna.

Small five 
At the neighborhood-level, a selection has been made of promising 
and observable species that together form the ‘small five’ of 
the neighborhood. Residents can ‘adopt’ one of the species 
and adjust their contribution to greening accordingly. The first 
reactions to this Small Five concept have been very positive. The 
enthusiastic response to this Small Five came mainly from the 
fact that the species are neighborhood-specific. The chances of 
success of a species settling here are high.The participant can 
start to observe the species. This also increases ownership and 
so a participant wants to take care of the living environment, not 
only for themselves and for the species, but also for others in their 
community. Collaboration Fontys University of Applied Sciences 
works together with the municipality of Eindhoven, Studio van der 
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Park, and Bio-Art Laboratories on the cutting edge of nature, (ICT-)
technology, and culture. The consortium partners have years of 
experience in developing cross-border nature projects in which 
co-creation and creative design are central. The power of design 
that this produces results in an innovative exemplary project that 
connects stakeholders with diverse interests. This approach is 
being implemented in the Eindhoven district of Limbeek.
Goals 
The project pursues the following goals both in content and 
process: 
• Insight into multi-stakeholder collaborations from a 

community-up perspective. A process approach will be 
developed and applied, which is also applicable to other policy 
files in which there is a multi-stakeholder setting and where 
various, sometimes conflicting, interests need to be aligned. 

• The second intended result is that an exemplary project will 
be created, in which stakeholders work on smart greening 
and increasing biodiversity. This will involve using various 
databases to analyze existing biodiversity and to gain insight 
into the socio-economic structure of the neighborhood. 
By describing targeted measures in a sustainable future 
perspective at neighborhood-level and placing appropriate 
greenery, the biodiversity, living environment, and the 
neighborhood community vibe will improve.

“Not all of us can do great things. But we 
can do small things with great love and 
attention.”

This exhibit consists of a broken concrete tile depicting the 
petrified urban environment. By adopting one of the species 
of the so-called ‘small five’, which are neighborhood-specific 
and database-driven, residents can adjust their contribution to 
greening and a healthy environment accordingly. From the private 
gardens, represented in this closed biosphere, the species can 
spread from here and make the city greener and healthier.
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Better Care: Co-creating 
digital solutions with 
overweight children

The percentage of overweight children in The Netherlands is rising. 
In 2020, 18.5% of children between 2-25 years old were overweight 
(Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek, 2022). From the perspective of 
the healthcare professionals, long periods between consultations 
could be used more efficiently and effectively to help these 
children develop healthier eating patterns and physical activity 
habits and reach a healthier weight. 

Therefore, a multidisciplinary group of habits creation, 
lifestyle, nutrition and physical activity researchers, healthcare 
professionals and designers from the creative industries joined 
forces and recruited students of the THUAS-bachelor programs 
User Experience Design and Communication & Multimedia Design 
and a Health Sciences Master student of VU Amsterdam.

From previous projects, we know there are obstacles for overweight 
children to incorporate the recommendations and assignments 
given by healthcare professionals into their daily life. In turn, 
it is also difficult for healthcare professionals to keep track of 
compliance to their recommendations and assignments. Bridging 
the gap between the health care centre (on site) and home (off 
site) could support the care of overweight children and their 
parents. Digital support through an application is a logical tool for 
blending on site and off site support. Provided, it fulfils the needs 
of all involved.

To tackle this, the researchers went to different health care centres 
to talk to parents, children, and healthcare professionals, in this 
case physiotherapists and dieticians. These groups are the main 
stakeholders of the application. The goal was identifying their 
needs. These needs have been translated into a hi-fi clickable 
prototype. The prototype created has separate interfaces for 
healthcare professionals and for children.

“the prototype has a beautiful appearance 
and already includes some of my wishes 
mentioned at the beginning of the interview”

The perspectives of healthcare professionals about the use 
and implementation of digital applications aimed for overweight 
children were identified. In addition, the value of the designed 
prototypes was studied qualitatively in interviews with seven 
healthcare professionals and in an online expert meeting. The 
prototypes received positive feedback from the professionals. One 
of them stated “the prototype has a beautiful appearance and 
already includes some of my wishes mentioned at the beginning of 
the interview” (Bel, 2022). 

The image summarises the wishes and needs for blended care 
to be better care. Having three students involved in this project 
had a positive impact on the results. The UX Design students 
were able to each focus on a group of users, allowing in-depth 
research and development for the main stakeholders. In addition, 
the Health Sciences student managed to validate these results on 
a more abstract theoretical level, allowing to reflect on the design 
decisions and shed light on both the impact of the application 
and the necessary next steps. Co-creation in this triangle of users, 
knowledge experts, and design experts has resulted in a prototype 
in which theoretical needs are translated into functional design. 
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Collaborating with such a diverse team has been an enriching 
experience. We have all learned something new. From the designers 
we learned about tools, such as visual collaboration tools, that 
can be used in the design process. In the multidisciplinary expert 
meeting, feasibility and relevance of all wishes and needs were 
plotted by each expert and discussed. Consequently, we saw that 
some wishes and needs were viewed very differently by experts 
in different fields. The resulting discussion opened our eyes to 
various points of view. For example, fulfilling some wishes and 
needs would turn the app into a medical device, with all associated 
rules and regulations. 

Figure 1: Summary of the needs and wishes of stakeholders for blended care for 

overweight children (Bel, 2022; Pronina, 2022; de Wit 2022).

The prototype of the application will be exhibited at DDW 2022. The 
students will be available to talk extensively about their elaboration 
process and results. The researchers will also be available to think 
out loud about the following steps regarding the project.
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Learning by design

An online platform for inclusive cultural participation and socio-
artistic encounter

We have all experienced what it is like to live without art and 
culture during the Corona lockdowns, when we were deprived 
of what seemed so obvious. Art and culture provides us with 
pleasure, relaxation, but also meaning and interpretation to life as 
it happens. They offer us opportunities to provide for ourselves 
and to uphold social contacts through which we can relate to each 
other and feel human among people.

Even without these lockdowns, people with mental or physical 
disabilities experience in many ways that they cannot participate 
in art and culture as they would like. Fortunately, there are more 
and more social-artistic entrepreneurs who focus on these groups, 
but the knowledge about how to do this well is still little shared and 
supply and demand do not always meet.

In the KIEM project “Mogelijk Maken van Inclusieve 
Cultuurparticipatie (MoMIC) [Enabling Inclusive Cultural 
Participation]” we are designing an inclusive online platform for 
cultural participation through a concept that will enable better 
matching of supply and demand. 

HAN University of Applied Sciences and ArtEZ University of the Arts 
collaborate with Theater Klare Taal, Speels Collectief, Diva Dichtbij, 
Rock en Rolstoel Producties, student-designers of Buro302, care 
institution Siza, and Cultuur Oost to make cultural participation 
more accessible and natural for these target groups. We strive for 
inclusiveness in the form of this platform and its content, and by 
making room for the voices and products of the participants - or 
rather: the artists - from the socio-artistic practices. We want the 
experience and knowledge of the wishes and needs of participants 
by social-artistic entrepreneurs to be leading in the design.

To do this well, we work with and for social-artistic providers, their 
participants, and care professionals in a learning community. 
Through participatory action research we use current insights 
from research and practice to develop a joint design of a streaming 
platform for socio-cultural activities. This platform symbolizes the 
encounter between the world of social care on the one side and 
the world of art and culture on the other. In doing so, we use the 
Art Dialogue Methods (ADM) approach, and we work with visual 
reports that explore themes and new possibilities.

Firstly, the project contributes to better social participation 
and well-being of target groups with a chronic condition or 
disability. Secondly, the project contributes to the development of 
economic opportunities and professionalization for social-artistic 
entrepreneurs who, with the platform, can better connect with 
their target group. Finally, the project aims to make activities in 
the field of art and culture more findable for caregivers and their 
clients.
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“If artistic and cultural activities are widely 
accessible, this could be an essential 
contribution to supporting vulnerable 
people in their daily lives within society to 
be who they want to be and do what they 
want to do.” 

The joint search and design process in the learning community 
is still in full swing, and the streaming platform is steadily taking 
shape. We are gaining various insights from the process and the 
platform-in-progress. It turns out, for example, that an authentic 
art-based dialogue about inclusion and encounter provides a 
rich picture of the various meanings of art and culture for social 

welfare. The project also shows that a good content-based 
encounter and collaboration of the art domain and the social 
domain has great potential in improving the overall well-being of 
people in everyday life. In short: if artistic and cultural activities 
are widely accessible, this could be an essential contribution to 
supporting vulnerable people in their daily lives within society to 
be who they want to be and do what they want to do. 

The associated artifact is a visual representation of the project-
rhizome. It consists of a web of connections between ideas, 
opinions, theories, materials, and actors for which meaning is 
sought, made, and given in the project. A characteristic of a 
rhizome is that you can seek access to it from various angles and 
that there is no predetermined unambiguous arrangement.

Image report of first meeting MoMIC where participants were asked “what do you think inclusive cultural 

participation means?”. Image Silvia Russel, 2021, 150 cm x 240 cm charcoal, pencil on paper
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Collaborating with 
nature’s intelligence

This project investigates whether growth strategies from the 
natural world can be used to help responsible brands to grow 
faster. Pushing out organisations that have a negative impact.

How does a shark save lives in a hospital? How do termites create 
35% energy savings in a building? How do bees help organisations 
take wiser decisions? The answers to these questions are all 
manmade innovations, inspired by nature. Taking proven strategies 
from nature and applying these in human design is called 
biomimicry. Making our solutions more sustainable. Because nature 
is sustainable by design. There’s 3.8 billion years of evolution that 
gives us a blueprint on how to survive and thrive as a species, 
without exhausting the surroundings or inhabitants. The field of 
biomimicry uses this freely available database of 3.8 billion years 
of R&D to design product innovations and processes. There is a 
crying need for that kind of innovation, since the way we produce, 
consume and organise leads to the exhaustion of our planet and its 
inhabitants. This creates issues now and for sure is not durable. 

We, human beings, need to excel in what we do best: collaboration. 
The only way to fix complex issues is by collaborating. We must 
work together to extract knowledge from the natural world and 
apply this in our society. In this innovative project there is an 
intense collaboration between creative agency Heldergroen and 
the professorship New Marketing (University of Applied Sciences 
Avans). To accelerate the transition to a fair and green economy, 
they are researching whether proven strategies of growth can be 
applied on particular brands that have a positive impact on our 
society. 

Biomimicry in marketing
The general view in our society is that economic growth is 
desirable. However, the way our economy and growth are formed is 
destructive. First, for our planet, but also socially. The development 
of prosperity is often based on the gross domestic product (GDP). 

However, GDP per capita is a poor (and narrow) metric for well-
being. In addition, we notice that wealth is not distributed fairly, 
meaning a relatively small group benefits from economic growth. 
Corporates are getting bigger; the rich are getting richer.
At the same time, there is also a positive movement of companies 
that have a constructive impact on the environment and society. 
However, these small “green” brands are often not getting enough 
attention to bring about positive societal change. The project 
Biomimicry in marketing investigates whether growth strategies 
from the natural world can be used to help these smaller green 
brands to grow faster. Pushing out organisations that have a 
negative impact on our planet and society and speeding up the 
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transition to a green and fair economy. In other words, this project 
researches whether constructive brands can be inspired on how 
to grow faster in an economy where large (destructive) brands are 
dominant, by using strategies from nature.
Stages of our research 

1.     Collect strategies from nature
Through desk research and a series of interviews with biologists 
and other experts of growth strategies that can be found in the 
natural world, we collect and document relevant strategies from 
nature. For instance, holometabolism is insect development which 
includes four life stages: egg, larva, pupa, and imago (or adult). 
An example of an adult would be a butterfly. The morphology and 
behaviour of each stage are adapted for different activities. Larval 
traits for example, maximise feeding, growth, and development. 
While adult traits enable dispersal, mating, and egg laying

This stage of our research comprises intense collaboration with 
and between biologists, ecologists, students, lecturers and the 
professorship. Creating a network of people and institutions 
like WWF, BiomimicryNL and Avans Hogeschool. First of all by 
contributing with strategies from the natural world on all scales, 
from single cell organisms to ecosystems like the Amazon. But also 
by uncovering universal patterns of growth strategies, occurring on 
these different levels. 

2.     Developing a method 
The professorship is working closely with Heldergroen and some 
of its clients in an attempt to develop a way of working in which 
insights from the natural world can be applied on a wide range of 
business cases. To illustrate: in the example of insect development 
the specific organisms’ appearance is fit for specific purposes. 
Inspiring organisations to reshape accordingly. In addition, the 
holometabolous insects compete less by dividing the species in 
different lifecycles, depending on different food sources. In terms 
of adopting this strategy, there might be less competition with 
possible other parts of the business, being in different stages of 
the lifecycle. 

Finding valuable insights from nature and applying them in 
business is genuine interdisciplinary work. Having several 
disciplines working together requires a universal language. A 
common process/structure to unite and a common denominator to 
apply the knowledge on. In this case the Biomimicry Design Spiral 
creates this structure. Mapping growth strategies from nature with 

challenges of a brand. And, translating the strategies into working 
principles that can be applied to business, is where the different 
disciplines from within and outside the marketing industry meet 
and create value.  
3.     Testing the method and conclude 
The research team will run several workshops with clients of 
Heldergroen (like The Good Roll, GSES (Global Sustainable Enterprise 
System), Triodos Bank) and other organisations that would like to 
use our method. Resulting is a proof of concept that can be used in 
education and in business. 

Symbiocene
Contrary to what most people might think, collaboration and 
mutual beneficial symbiosis are more common in nature than 
competition is. Dominance and competition are a part of the 
natural world, for sure. However, it takes a lot of energy, and most 
of the time it is not in the interest of the community or ecosystem. 
Studying successful strategies from the natural world makes us 
realise even more it is time to shift from the Anthropocene to the 
Symbiocene, in order to continue thriving as a species.
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Identical Strangers

The documentary Identical Strangers (2018) tells the deeply tragic 
story of a social science experiment in postwar New York, in which 
newborn triplets were separated and put up for adoption with 
poor or wealthy families. In the documentary, we see how triplets 
encountered each other “in the wild” - and from there unravel the 
web of the social experiment to which they were subjected. The 
brothers immediately become an instant media sensation, as they 
share many similarities despite their very different upbringings. 
They are strangers to each other, yet somehow identical. They are 
identical strangers.

A lot less macabre is the similar situation in the postwar housing 
stock. A substantial number of houses were built between circa 
1965 and 1990. This was a time of enormous housing shortage, 
but also a time of a new industrial way of building. Components 
of the houses were made in the factory, and assembled at the 
construction site. This allowed for cost-efficient construction 
and reduced the need for skilled labor. Architectural firms worked 
closely with construction companies and contractors to build this 
way. As a result, many houses are alike, both on the inside and 
the outside. Yet who built where and when is largely unknown. 
Hypothetically, hundreds of thousands of houses could be 
‘identical strangers’.

“The goal of this KIEM is to explore the 
probabilities and the potential for different 
professionals”

Explorative approach
The potential of this undiscovered “alternative data” is exciting. It 
might provide opportunities to better weigh and scale up energy 
transition, facilitate circular reuse of building material, apply AI in 
spatial practice, and service upcoming decisions about cultural 
heritage.The goal of this KIEM is to explore the probabilities and the 
potential for different professionals, as reflected in the consortium 
with the fast-growing urban design firm iMoss and demolition 
company GPGroot - one of the leaders in circular demolition. From 
the Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences (HvA), the Chair 
of Spatial Urban Transformation teamed up with the Chair of 
Responsible IT, bringing in spatial research and AI research.

Exploration
Our project builds on the AI techniques and methods we 
developed in the RAAKmkb project Sensing Streetscapes (www.
sensingstreetscapes.com), where we converted urban design 
metrics into an AI search engine that helps trace reference 
locations in the design process. In this KIEM, we put AI to use to try 
to trace identical strangers. Yet, this exploration demands to work 
along more lines: 

• Build an alternative dataset of identical strangers, by 
conducting an empirical investigation in urban neighborhoods 
built between 1965 and 1990.

• Investigate the building-culture and practice of this period in 
order to get a deeper understanding of the possible identical 
elements of the buildings.

• Design, test, and iterate diverse algorithmic strategies to 
understand which kind of approach helps to reveal identical 
strangers. 

• Discuss possible use cases for sustainability, circularity, and 
cultural heritage in these neighborhoods.
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“For instance, how many little differences 
exist between particular sets of the identical 
strangers – and what can be considered a 
tipping point?”

At the time of writing, we are in the middle of work. It is promising, 
challenging, and revealing. For instance, how many little differences 
exist between particular sets of the identical strangers – and what 
can be considered a tipping point? What are their building features 
that reveal their identical character? And which kind of AI strategy 
and mathematical translation of the buildings features proofs to 
work most accurately, efficiently, and can be scaled up?

Involving different kinds of disciplines (Urban Transformation 
research and AI research) and businesses (design and demolition) 
in one project is promising. Maybe it is this kind of mix of strangers 
that produces new practical perspectives and pathways for our 
complex societal issues, and the professionals working on totally 
different sides of them?
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How naïve: citizen power or collision?
Sometimes, you are conducting an ambitious meaningful co-design 
project with expected positive impact on sustainability and social 
life which is a struggle at the time, but can deliver insights on 
which battles to choose with whom in future co-design.

High ambitions 
A few years ago, I was involved as a co-design researcher in the 
first living lab project of an ambitious future smart district. In this 
sustainable, circular, and socially cohesive neighborhood-to-be, 
future residents were expected to generate energy, grow healthy 
food, and share water, digital data, and mobility systems. The 
neighborhood was not meant to be developed based on a pre-
determined and fixed plan, but based on an innovative responsive 
process, guided by its future residents. As such, the development 
process was characterized by co-design and the latest smart and 
sustainable technologies. Purposely, a foundation was set up to 
independently facilitate this development process outside city 
government walls. The smart and sustainable neighborhood should 
eventually bring positive impact to society and people, but the 
innovative way of working should also lead to new knowledge on 
how to organize, approach, and act in these so-called societal 
impact design projects.

Carte blanche
Future residents of this first living lab project were therefore 
deliberately seen as partners and co-owners of the design process, 
development, and realization. Together they were expected to 
determine which units would be built where and how, and how the 
public space would be used and arranged: shared or divided. Apart 
from the wish to realize one collective plan for a 20,000 m2 plot 
based on high ambitions, to set a new standard for smart urban 
development and the square meter cost, foundations’ decision 
makers did not set any other requirements, and gave carte blanche 
to the residents involved. The foundation stated to be open for co-
learning, shared decision making, and new contextual insights. 

“If you want to change the game, you will 
have to play the game!”

Co-learning includes surprises
Although the decision makers pointed out the explicit wish to 
break with current dominant development structures, approaches, 
and culture, not all future residents seemed to believe them. 
In fact, some asked for rules and requirements at the very first 
information session. This distrust amazed the foundation, who 
had thought all pioneers would be happy with the freedom given. 
Secondly, they were surprised by the good vibes emerging in 
the succeeding three co-design sessions. Residents expressed 
a collective consciousness for sustainability and even empathy 
for one another. Moreover, they were overwhelmed by the pace in 
which the residents developed their first individual and collective 
sketches. They themselves were not ready with preparing a 
supporting eco-system of architects, business, policy, and 
research partners yet. Subsequently, they could not answer most 
residents questions adequately.

Collaborating for impact: 
Which battles to choose
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In turn, residents were astounded by the fact that the foundation 
did not seem to be emotionally interested nor sensitive to 
their stress, caused by the many choices they had to make as 
individuals and as a collective. They put a lot of time and effort 
into getting to know each other, building a community, and getting 
acquainted with the smart and sustainable themes. Yet, the 
decision makers could not respond to their questions, but were 
critical to their first sketches. Some residents experienced that 
their capabilities and intentions were mistrusted. For them, the 
process did not feel as a joint effort, and they observed informal 
criteria emerge. This made them feel frustrated and at risk, since 
they had no official power and were totally depending on the 
foundation. Some residents took matters into their own hands and 
demonstrated what they were capable of. These pioneers took 
ownership of the development.

To conclude, this co-design process impacted people’s individual 
lives immensely, as dwelling is one of the most important and 
expensive life choices. Despite its innovative ambitions, the 
foundation turned out to still be depending on vested interests, 
procedures, and outside effects such as the nitrogen crisis.  

“By chance or not, these collisions, clashes, 
conflicts, struggles, battles are the original 
meaning of the word ‘impact’!”

How naïve!
In retrospect, we were all naïve. The foundation, the future 
residents, and me, the author, as well. But, in hindsight, that might 
just be the only way to start something unknown: if you want to 
change the game, you will have to play the game! We could have 
waited until we had a top-down urban vision plan with quality 
requirements based on the ambitious themes and clarity about 
the building procedures and nitrogen status etcetera. Still, we 
would probably have collided with each other and the system. 
Therefore, I wonder if co-design might just require some friction 
and bumping into each others’ diversity in interests, knowledge, 
knowhow, experience and (non-)power. These collisions seem to 
be meaningful and, when acknowledged well, might even lead 
to disruption and radical ideas for societal impact. By chance or 
not, these collisions, clashes, conflicts, struggles, battles are the 
original meaning of the word ‘impact’!
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The fashion industry is one of the world’s most polluting industries: 
8-10% of the worldwide carbon emissions can be attributed to 
the production of clothes, which also consumes 79 billion liters 
of water. In the Netherlands, the amount of discarded clothes 
doubled from 125 kilotons in 1993 to 260.000 kilotons in 2017, and 
the trend is still rising. One of the causes for this steep rise is the 
so-called fast fashion phenomenon: cheap clothing, often made 
of inferior quality, that is designed to wear for a short time. The 
problem has, among others, its origins in the production of clothes 
(e.g. type and quality of materials),  the way clothes are discarded, 
and the massive consumption of these clothes. In this project, the 
lectorate Psychology for Sustainable Cities (PSC) of the Amsterdam 
University of Applied Sciences (AUAS) mainly focuses on the 
consumer site of fast fashion. 

With the municipality of Almere and two small businesses from 
Almere, PSC wants to repel the trend of fast fashion. Together, we 
developed interventions to raise consciousness about sustainable 
clothing and promote more sustainable clothing choices (e.g. 
buying less clothes, buy more vintage clothing, etc.) among young 
people in Almere. 

The current GoCI-project aims to: 
1. Evaluate the interventions in terms of usability and 

effectiveness; and
2. Develop a broader network of like-minded businesses, 

municipalities, research institutions, and social organizations 
(especially within the metropolitan region of Amsterdam) to 
collaborate in future projects. 

For the first aim, we collaborate with UNRAVELAU and Van Loof. With 
UNRAVELAU (a sustainable fashion designer that also develops 
school programs about sustainable fashion) we developed a school 
program. The aim of the program is to teach students about the 
environmental and societal impact of the production of clothes 
and help them to develop strategies to make more sustainable 
clothing choices. With Van Loof (an advice and campaign agency 
aimed at sustainable projects), we developed a 30-day challenge 
for youth in Almere to withhold from buying new clothes. For both 
interventions, PSC provided a general outline of the interventions 

and the psychological insights and methods to improve the 
effectiveness of the interventions (based on the literature on 
sustainable clothing behavior and research conducted by PSC). 
Financed by the municipality of Almere, UNRAVELAU and Van Loof 
further developed these broad outlines into concrete and well-
designed interventions (based on their knowledge of youth culture, 
attractive design and effective youth communication). Throughout 
the process there was a lot of communication between UNRAVELAU, 
Van Loof and PSC about the correct implementation of the 
psychological insights and methods in the interventions. This fall 
we will evaluate the effectiveness (and perceived attractiveness) of 
both interventions. For UNRAVELAU and Van Loof the collaboration 
is a good opportunity to make the interventions more evidence-
based. Also, we will learn how successful our collaboration with 
UNRAVELAU and Van Loof was. More specifically, we will learn how 
successful we were in integrating the skills and knowledge of 
PSC about effective psychological interventions with the skills 
and knowledge of UNRAVELAU and Van Loof in creating (online) 
environments that encourage participation of young people in 
Almere.

Connecting the Threads to 
Make Fashion Sustainable
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“Only when all these ‘threads’ are 
connected, can the fashion industry become 
truly sustainable.”

For the second aim of the project we are currently co-organizing 
an event at AUAS with CIRCOLLAB where important stakeholders 
of sustainable fashion are invited to discuss the most important 
issues concerning sustainable clothing behavior with us. 
Furthermore, from our own network and that of the municipality 
of Almere we invite like-minded businesses or experts (from 
research institutes, foundations and government agencies)  to 
discuss with us the future of sustainable clothing behavior 
and what questions they are interested in. We will bring these 
questions together in a final meeting for all participants of our 
discussions/ interviews. Also, we will make an overview of existing 
initiatives within the metropolitan region of Amsterdam that 
promote sustainable clothing behavior. This could potentially lead 
to future collaborations on research proposals on sustainable 
clothing behavior. In this final meeting, we will also disseminate our 
evaluation of the interventions we co-developed with UNRAVELAU 
and Van Loof. 

In our investigation of like-minded organizations we so far have 
noticed that the topic of sustainable clothing creates a lot of 
enthusiasm among stakeholders. Although many stakeholders 
do not focus (specifically) on behavioral change, most of them 
are very much aware of the importance of people’s behavior to 
diminish the environmental impact of clothing. Therefore, we 
are optimistic about future collaborations in which the different 
steps of the clothing life cycle (production, consumption, use, 
reuse/recycling) are addressed. Only when all these ‘threads’ are 
connected, can the fashion industry become truly sustainable.
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Design curiosity in public

Collaboration in the conception of design research projects

Most research groups in applied science want to operate in 
the midst of society. And like most, we aim to be on top of new 
developments and engage professionals, students, teachers, and 
the public in general in collectively shaping tomorrow’s society. 
In the case of our research group Human Experience and Media 
Design, this means shaping the design of tomorrow’s digital 
world. To this end, design research is a strong approach for its 
missionary character, because it revolves around a core of flux 
and imagination. In many projects, we manage to engage all kinds 
of stakeholders: creative sessions to co-create future visions and 
solutions that solve the problems of today. 

But there are two problems with our approach. First: no one is 
watching. The small-scale character of many design research 
projects engages a select group of invited representatives of 
groups. So, they are participatory within the project, but not within 
society. Second: the participants who are being involved are quite 
late to the party. We send out our invitation when the project has 
started and when we are up to speed. In a typical project, this 
is two years after the conception of the research. In the highly 
dynamic field of media design we felt we needed to amp up. Thus, 
early 2020, we launched the two-year project “The public missions 
of Human Experience and Media Design”, as an attempt to mitigate 
these weaknesses of conventional design research methods. 

Borrowing from innovations in journalism, the core of our new 
approach was for our researchers to adopt a more open and 
collaborative attitude to the fuzzy front end of their research. This 
way, they would be able to connect with the different relevant 
stakeholders at a time when their research interests were still 
nascent, while stimulating partnership and coalition forming long 
before formulating a research project. Researchers were asked to 
formulate a question of public interest in the area of media design 
and right away get into the world with an explorative mindset 
and reach out actively to exchange thoughts with different 
groups: from students and academics to people in the street, to 
experts from science and business. These exchanges were to be 
recorded with the help of young journalists, in order to create 
short online audiovisual and textual content: innovative student 
work, showcases of new design, critical approaches by experts. 
Our researchers would share and reflect on these voices publicly 
and continuously through their stories, and invite audiences to 
comment and give input. Ideally these encounters would again 
bring new leads to follow, expanding the network.

During the first iteration, running from Oktober 2020 to June 2021, 
we explored the field of databias and discrimination by AI, virtual 
reality for children, and on the user experience of recommendation 
systems such as Spotify. In the second year, from October 2021 
to June 2022, we focused on the influence of online bots, the 
rise of speech interfaces, and the possibilities for users to adapt 
outcomes of algorithms.

The fast production cycles that we adopted led to items of varying 
quality. Some were very good, others were merely mediocre. Also, 
publicly giving center stage to curiosity instead of expertise, 
put the researchers involved out of their comfort zone. However, 
the approach did have the impact we had envisioned. Firstly, 
researchers built a network and attracted the interest of previous 
‘outsiders’ that we would not have included if we hadn’t been 
exploring publicly. Researchers shaped their ideas quicker and 
we managed to set a research agenda much faster. Secondly, it 
impacted different stakeholders from both industry and academics. 
Not only were the questions presented considered “challenging” 
by the stakeholders, and would the encounters in the long run have 
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a gradual impact in their own work, it also sparked collaboration. As 
a direct result, two missions led to grant proposals and included 
the perspectives of stakeholders that participated in the missions. 
Thirdly, on an organizational level, our research group became 
more visible and accessible by connecting earlier with education. 
It was inspiring to work directly with students and realize that so 
many are motivated to take major steps towards change. For them, 
the missions served as a platform for their ideas on designing the 
future.

We visualized the revisited front-end phase of our research in 
a boundary object. Loosely inspired by the Mobius Strip, the 
object represents the sprouting collaborations with various 
clusters of stakeholders at the conception of research. The open 
and breathing character of the object and its changing nature 
depending on your own viewpoint, reflects the evolving nature and 
open future of the various connections. We can safely say that 
pulling participation to the front end of our research changed the 
way we create our research projects. The missions helped towards 
creating valuable design together and in continuous conversation 
with the industry, researchers, students, and users. 
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Designing for Taboos

Product designers are typically well equipped to engage with 
end-users and other stakeholders to talk about things like 
requirements, desires, or issues they encounter. This works fine 
when you are discussing a new coffee machine, car, or website. It 
gets more difficult when end-users are not able or willing to talk 
about a particular topic, for instance because they are ashamed 
about it, or not used to talk about it. In ‘Designing for Taboos’ we 
address this challenge; how should designers cope with taboos? 
And could product design contribute to breaking taboos?

The project features a design case about Alopecia. Alopecia is a 
medical condition that causes partial or total hair loss. It affects 
people of all ages and has a major impact on the life of the person 
with Alopecia, but also their friends and family. Apart from the 
unpredictable nature of Alopecia and the mental impact of losing 
your hair, one of the most difficult aspects of Alopecia is to explain 
it to other people. Alopecia can be ‘camouflaged’ with wigs or 
hairpieces, but a lot of daily situations force people to expose their 
condition to the outside world, whether they want to or not; for 
example going for a swim, going cycling, or staying over for a night. 
The Dutch Alopecia association challenged us to come up with new 
product ideas that make the daily life of people with Alopecia a bit 
easier. 

Within the context of the ‘Designing for Taboos’ project, the case 
serves two purposes. 

1. Firstly, we want to investigate how designers should approach 
end-users (people with Alopecia, but also their friends and 
family) and elicit their real requirements, expectations, and 
desires. Do regular interview and co-design techniques work, 
or do these ‘touchy’ topics require a specific approach? 

2. Secondly, we want to investigate whether product design can 
contribute to making Alopecia (or hair loss in general) less of a 
taboo subject, for instance by redesigning wig accessories or 
by producing new ways of communicating about Alopecia. 

Collaboration for Impact
The project features an interesting collaboration between 
designers (the Industrial Design research group of Saxion 
University of Applied Sciences and design agency d’Andrea & 
Evers) and non-designers (the Alopecia association and the Ethics 
& Technology research group of Saxion University of Applied 
Sciences). 

As usual in multidisciplinary projects, it takes time and effort 
to understand each other’s language: not only between design 
researchers and researchers from ethics & technology, but also 
between the researchers and end users. Especially when designing 
for taboos, we found that spending time and attention on getting 
to know and understand people and their taboo, is vital for creating 
impact.
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“Is it always desirable to break a taboo? And 
do you want to make designers responsible 
for breaking a taboo?”

In our project, close collaboration with the Alopecia association 
really helps with learning to speak the language of the end users. 
For instance, they informed us that people with Alopecia prefer not 
to be called ‘patient’ and use the word ‘hair piece’ instead of ‘wig´. 
Details like this help researchers and designers approach the target 
group respectfully and effectively, and really understand how 
they experience a taboo. Similarly, we found that organizing small 
(I.e. with 3 or 4 participants) focus groups, works very well to have 
respectful, open, and informative talks with end users in this target 
group. Despite the sensitive subject people were very willing to talk 
to us and each other. 

The collaboration with a design agency allows us to compare 
how experienced product designers approach a taboo topic to 
how design students do this. Furthermore, it gives us insight into 
what tools, methods or techniques designers in practice need to 
properly address and cope with taboos. The collaboration with 
Ethics & Technology results in a critical reflection on why and 
how designers cope with taboos; is it always desirable to break 
a taboo? And do you want to make designers responsible for 
breaking a taboo? If so, how do you decide whether a taboo should 
be discussed? 

We found that the multidisciplinary approach results in a lot of 
new insights for both partners. In particular, the design agency 
appreciates that we take time to critically think about how 
to work with taboos, which is not possible in ‘regular’ design 
projects. For the ethics and technology researchers it is valuable 
to gain understanding about how designers work, think and make 
decisions, particularly in relation to taboo topics.

What’s next?
The social impact of the project is initially limited to people with 
Alopecia. However, the ‘Designing for Taboos’ project aims to be a 
first step towards better understanding how to design for taboos 
in a broader context (e.g. also addressing social taboos such as 
poverty or low literacy) and how design can contribute to breaking 
these taboos. We hope that the project leads to innovative design 
tools and techniques that help designers and non-designers 
address touchy social challenges and produce innovative and 
effective solutions.
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Collect Your Retrofits

The design of collective decision-making processes for community 
driven retrofitting

“There is an existing and ever growing split 
between individualized responsibilities and 
the collective energy transition”

Project outline
The deployment of energy reduction actions jointly across 
multiple buildings at once are much needed to reach the climate 
targets of reaching a reduction of 3.4 megatons of CO2 for the 
built environment. In the Netherlands, over 1.5 million homes are 
part of associations of co-owners VvE (Vereniging van Eigenaren). 
Each dweller is accountable for their own energy use, while being 
constrained with their own financial capacity and a shared will 
to act with other buildings co-owners. There is an existing and 
ever growing split between individualized responsibilities and the 
collective energy transition, which has led to fragmented scale and 
scope responses to the energy retrofitting challenges. 

Collect Your Retrofits intends to design a replicable and collective 
retrofit approach in the context of monumental areas while 
reframing the cultural notion of energy. As opposed to the current 
energy system where one is individually incentivized, the research 
aims to support VvE communities in making collective and informed 
multi-criteria decisions for energy-efficiency retrofit solutions. 

The project develops the collective approach under the real 
conditions of two communities: a self-organized woongroep and 
a VvE in the historic center of Amsterdam. Instead of each owner 
investing into their own energy retrofitting, the community would 
invest into the most impactful measures and ensure that the 
generated economic value is retained locally in order to make 
further sustainable investments. Ultimately, this approach would 
allow innovative practices to emerge such as large-scale visions of 
energy retrofitting strategies for historic areas.

“The energy transition is much more than 
solely a technical challenge; it is about 
defining a system in which societal missions 
are pursued and facilitated, by design.”

The theme “Working together for impact” captures the essence 
of the project. The energy transition is much more than solely a 
technical challenge; it is about defining a system in which societal 
missions are pursued and facilitated, by design. At the intersection 
between strategic design, building technology and citizen science, 
the project brings the creative industry (Superworld) together 
with knowledge institutions (TU Delft and AMS Institute) and 
combines data-driven and social science approaches to solve the 
dilemma faced by VvEs regarding energy retrofitting. The Gemeente 
Amsterdam and Stichting !WOON give complementary advice on the 
applicability of the research outcomes to existing processes. 
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At the start of the project, the consortium quickly realized that the 
collaboration needs to go beyond translating technical data into 
attractive visuals. To encourage decision-making, it is necessary 
to fully engage the communities and to nourish conversations 
that would not normally take place about sustainable retrofitting. 
The research collaboration was therefore remodeled from data 
visualization to collective process design, thereby focusing on: 
how to shape a decision-making process for energy retrofitting as 
a non-zero-sum game, where one’s win does not necessarily mean 
another’s loss? 

At the moment, the team is currently putting in place the 
scaffolding for a scalable approach of simulation based retrofit 
measures through Augmented Negotiations. It combines: (1) a 
digital energy modeling system to support (2) the human, and 
intrinsically social experience of collective decision making. 
The collaborative research project is as much about interaction 
design with building data, as it is about the design of an inclusive 
participation process aiming to bring energy as a collective 
resource. Results will be analyzed in the next weeks after being 
tested with a first community.

Artefact
The object chosen to represent our collaboration is one of the 
cards designed collaboratively as support for energy negotiations 
between inhabitants. It represents the association of the different 
specialties that were channeled together: process and matter 
design, building energy modeling, and stakeholder engagement.
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Wood Without Trees

The building stock and construction sector are responsible for 
a considerable share of greenhouse gas emissions and material 
waste, demanding immediate action to revert these scenarios. 
Making the European construction sector more sustainable can 
help reduce 42% of final energy consumption, 35% of greenhouse-
gas emissions, 50% of extracted materials, and up to 30% of water 
consumption [1]. In The Netherlands, building materials account 
for 70% of the climate emissions from the building industry; 
construction and demolition account for 5% of the climate emission 
[2]. A promising approach is the use of renewable natural materials. 
They have the potential to be as durable, strong, and versatile as 
their conventional synthetic counterparts, but the range of choice 
is still narrow. Joining forces from different knowledge domains to 
experiment and prototype is utterly important to develop, promote, 
and popularise innovative alternatives along the entire value chain.

“When combined, they can create a fully 
natural material with similar characteristics 
to timber”
 
Wood is typically a well-recognized option by society, and the 
widely available processed timber presents remarkable properties. 
However, its use comes with drawbacks related to excessive waste 
from conventional subtractive fabrication processes, need of 
adhesives (which are often toxic or based on fossil resources), and 
difficulties in the fabrication of complex geometries. The strength 
of wood derives from its building blocks (lignocellulosic fibres), 
which are the most abundant biopolymers in nature [3,4]. Cellulose 
is commonly used as raw material in the paper industry and as a 
fibre reinforcement on bio-based composite. Lignin is a by-product 
from the same industry, usually burnt as an energy source; recently 
increasingly recognised as renewable resources [5,6,7,8]. They can 
be extracted from several waste streams, including agricultural 
and forestry waste. When combined, they can create a fully natural 
material with similar characteristics to timber but with potentially 
adjustable mechanical properties and more freedom to generate 
complex structures.  

The on-going Wood Without Trees project studies a solution 
to upcycle both components into a fully biobased material for 
additive manufacturing. The project aims to be a stepping stone 
towards full circularity (from locally sourced bio-waste streams 
to material recyclability within the construction industry), 
while allowing for easy-to-tune material properties and high-
performance building components thanks to 3D printing – and 
thereby resulting in reduced greenhouse gases emissions and 
waste.

The project develops material mixtures, involving knowledge on 
biobased resources and chemical processes from Wageningen 
Food & Biobased Research. Experts from TU Delft Aerospace 
Structures and Materials provide further knowledge on bioinspired 
materials and polymer science. The mixtures are defined in 
function of properties required in the building industry, with 
inputs from TU Delft experts in Structural Design & Mechanics 
and Design of Construction. The mixtures and the 3D printing 
process are intertwined, based on knowledge in digital fabrication 
from TU Delft Design Informatics experts at the Laboratory for 
Additive Manufacturing in Architecture (LAMA). At LAMA, the 3D 
printed samples are being produced for different mixtures by 
the researchers, integrating inputs from the various knowledge 
domains. The team gathers regularly for interdisciplinary 
brainstorming. Besides sharing knowledge, also sharing facilities 
(e.g. TU Delft laboratories for aerospace, civil engineering, and 
architecture) is a pillar in the collaboration, which overcomes 
disciplinary boundaries and gives concrete ground to cross-
fertilisation and knowledge-exchange across domains. The 
mixtures are produced with equipment from TU Delft laboratories 
at Aerospace Engineering; the 3D printed samples are tested in 
several TU Delft laboratories to study the properties of the 3D 
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printed material, showing promising results so far. The resulting 
knowledge is being used by the SME Liebrand Holding BV to define 
the “recipe” and production process of the final material. Liebrand 
pioneered this project with his graduation thesis in Building 
Technology at TU Delft in 2018 and is pursuing a commercial use. 
The collaboration also generates a novel network between TU Delft 
Faculty of Architecture and the Built Environment, the Faculty of 
Aerospace Engineering and Wageningen UR Lignin Platform, bridged 
by an innovative SME for bio-materials toward market applications. 

“This project intends to trigger a paradigm 
shift along the value chain towards 
sustainability of the built environment.”

This project intends to trigger a paradigm shift along the value 
chain towards sustainability of the built environment. The scientific 
knowledge generated in this project paves the road for a “liquid 
wood” bio-based material sourced from agricultural and industrial 
residues, to be used for optimised building components – for which 
the involvement of wood producers and building constructors 
among other targeted stakeholders is soon needed to facilitate 
the creation of social-economic values. Similarly, stakeholders on 
management of agricultural and forestry bio-waste and residuals 
are needed about lignin and cellulose processed from agricultural 
and forestry feedstock and residual streams. The impact could be 
increased with involvement of policy makers for circularity, to gain 
understanding of business models with legal perspectives and 
incentives to users, toward large scale applicability - as the value 
chain established with the upcycling of residues from different 
industries and the potential of creating a full-circular production 
process suggests innovation in the business models.
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Stories from Watertown

Remapping worldviews to build trust in multi-stakeholder 
collaborations

Most socio-technical challenges, like the transitions to energy-
neutral and circular ways of producing and consuming, require the 
collaboration of multiple stakeholders. However, when businesses, 
governments, citizens and knowledge organisations work together, 
striving to include the ‘needs’ of natural ecological systems, they 
encounter many obstacles. In 2021, the Future-Proof Labs research 
group at The Hague University of Applied Sciences set out to 
determine, across diverse living labs, what aspects cause these 
obstacles and how to overcome them. One of the main findings of 
this research was that building understanding and trust between 
the different worldviews and values of the stakeholders is an 
important prerequisite for any transformation.  

Designer Jan Ferrer i Picó, in his Master’s graduation project, 
worked together with several stakeholders of a business-initiated 
lab (Greenport West-Holland, greenhouse horticulture businesses, 
citizens and researchers) to design a practical tool stakeholders 
can use both individually and in collaboration with each other, to 
create a ‘culture of care’ by aligning the values and narratives of 
the self and otherness (i.e. other fellow humans or living beings 
and systems), which are the cultural stories through which we 
understand the world and navigate it.

The groundwork for this care starts with acquiring awareness 
of the self: understanding one’s own narratives and behaviours, 
and opening up to the vulnerability of sharing them with others. 
These inner stories and outwards behaviours form their own kind 
of cartography (contexts and movements). On an individual level, 
this tool, with its stories, challenges each individual to embark 
on this journey of self-awareness and invites them to explore 
new understandings and provide a more accurate view of the 
power embodied in their identity, roles and culture. Meanwhile, 
in an interpersonal context, it opens up to understanding other 
cartographies, their powers, locations and the overlaps and 
divergences of different narratives. 

Jan sees the art of story-telling as a marvellous way to craft, 
express, and share such cartographies. Fictional works often 
present fascinating narratives that reveal and explain the workings 
of imaginary (or far too real) systems. But stories can also be 
meant to mirror existing ones and help us realise the narratives we 
embody through our reactions, reflections and behaviours when 
coming across the story. For this purpose, Jan developed a fictional 
reality containing five characters as a collection of distinctive 
cartographies, tightly related to those identified in the living labs 
involved in the research and inspired by the Integrative Worldviews 
Framework of researcher Annick de-Witt (WUR).
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“The different components of the tool 
(stories and questions) serve as starting 
point to have conversations about the 
different ways we perceive and exist in the 
world”

The stories (one for each character) are part of an artefact that 
works as a boundary object. Each fable follows one of the main 
characters: a cat, a fox, a human, mice, and a pond. They, along 
with some guiding questions, help readers to look at their own 
cartographies as well as other people’s ones. Then, they can 
start to understand and (collectively) reimagine them through 
conversations, reflections, and action. Hence, the different 
components of the tool (stories and questions) serve as starting 
point to have conversations about the different ways we perceive 
and exist in the world, but also provide a pathway towards a 
common language for the different stakeholders — which does not 
necessarily mean to agree on values, interests, new narratives and 
actions.

The tool also focuses on enabling trust and mutual understanding 
to promote the inclusion of the ‘needs’ of natural ecological 
systems. That is because behind any (sustainability) project 
or activity there is a huge responsibility to make sure that the 
different worldviews involved contribute to a greater cultural 
diversity which supports a more attuned human existence on 
Earth. Such existence shall be understood as the stewardship of 
the sustainability of every form of life on Earth, not only of human 
lifestyle. Currently, nature’s needs and environmental perspectives 
are underrepresented if not completely avoided in collaborations. 
Many times, this happens due to the inner workings of some of the 
worldviews explored by the tool. For this purpose, the narratives 
and cartographies included in the fables represent different 
ways in which narratives related to nature are considered (from 
anthropocentric disregard of nature to planetary-centric takes).
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During the first applications of this tool, stakeholders from the 
industry, the government and the knowledge institutions found 
that they could address differences in worldviews, values and 
expectations for and among themselves much faster and more 
directly than they had during previous instances. Moreover, 
reflections on how anthropocentric and solutionist practices are 
embodied also emerged. Therefore, it can be concluded that the 
use of the tool had an immediate impact on building trust and 
moving the collaboration forward, possibly into more planetary-
attuned practices. The complete tool can be downloaded via de 
Innovation Networks website.
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Design for debate and 
co-creation in Walk-In 

Widening sustainable mobiLity networKs: Impact on Nodes

The scope
The design approach plays an important role for the Creative 
Industry involved in the urban transformation of our living 
environment. In the Walk-In project, the Creative Industry is 
represented by Dutch designers and researchers experts in the 
field of architecture and urban design. Walk-In is using the design 
process as a method of collaboration with policy makers and 
designers involved in the development of station areas (image 1). 
Looking at the different spatial scales (the building, the district 
and the city), in terms of programming, architecture, public spaces, 
and the integration with several modes of transports, Walk-In aims 
to understand the difficult relationship between the ambitions, 
long-term master planning, and the urban development processes, 
within short-term conditions, of small suburban stations. 

The starting point for Walk-In is using design to define the brief 
for an integrated station (area development) project and to 
collaborate with many stakeholders and designers along the 
‘iterative’ design process of negotiation. Walk-In is developing a 
toolkit which proposes an assessment method, generic guidelines, 
and spatial solutions for the integration of sustainable mobility 
in public space at public transport nodes. By doing that in a 
collaborative way, Walk-In is providing a design for debate and co-
creation that helps understanding and visualizing new sustainable, 
inclusive, and healthy worlds.

Image 1: Organisation of the consortium of Walk-In project 

Creative Industry (design partners), TU Delft and advisors

The case 
How can we improve mobility transitions, making them seamless 
and less car dependent, while also improving the public space of 
the station, making them more inviting and attractive for people? 
Walk-In focuses on the small suburban stations, called hubs or 
nodes, in the metropolitan areas of Dutch cities. 

The first case owner of Walk-In is the City of Rotterdam, with 
Rotterdam Zuid area as a test bed for the design method. Within 
the low-car inner city policy (autoluw), suburban nodes are 
becoming enablers of the mobility transition (promoting the 
transition from car to public transport or bike, in combination with 
shared mobility), and catalyzers of new development projects. 

A scale jump (more public transport capacity, better robustness, 
and extra stations) will make existing urban areas more accessible 
(with corresponding possibilities for densification) and will enable 
new urbanization locations. As a result of the car limitation and 
reduction of P+R space for more greenery, housing, and public 
spaces, suburban nodes offer new opportunities and become 
an important topic to the City as part of their mobility strategy 
2030+. The formulation of long-term transition strategies is 
urgently required for the City to comply with the new regulations 
on time. The Walk-In project aims at understanding, analyzing, and 
recognizing the role and position in the network of these peripheral 
stations, called Transit Stations within a newly defined Transit Zone 
at the periphery of Rotterdam (image 2). 
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Image 2: Rotterdam City polycentric model - centre/transit 

zone/suburban/rural, diagram by Halina Veloso e Zarate and 

Jacop Noren. TU Delft, Faculty of Architecture and the Built 

Environment

The co-creation
The urban and architectural intervention of a station project holds 
a high-level of complexity in terms of number of stakeholders and 
designers involved as well as disciplines and data. As follow up of 
recent practices on ‘node development’ and ‘integrated’ design 
approach of stations, Walk-In is developing, in co-creation with 
the partners, a doughnut model. It aims to test design choices for 
enabling stations to act as pedestrian friendly hubs with position, 
place and people value. 

Walk-In proposes a collaboration throughout the project from 
its preliminary stage until  finalization with the objective to 
facilitate the iterative moments of design, to anticipate changes 
and to speed up the process. By doing so, it aims to improve and 
innovate the professional practice of all partners at organizational, 
functional, user and societal level. For example, Zwarte Hond, 
PosadMaxwan and Mecanoo are working on several projects related 
to mobility transition and its relationship with urban development 
(such as ‘Journey to the Future’ or ‘Smart Hubs’); Vereniging 
Deltametropool is developing a ‘Model Information Nodes’; the 
Ministry of Infrastructure and Water management (I&M) is working 
on a national data integrated approach to node development; 
Bureau Spoorbouwmeester and Prorail are involved in all station 
projects. 
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Image 3: students from City of Innovations course (TU 

Delft, Complex Projects) working on Rotterdam Zuid area, 

March 2022

Image 4: workshop and debate with the partners on the 

students presentations (TU Delft, Complex Projects), 

April 2022

Image 5: workshop #1 with the partners on the Walk-In Model 

(TU Delft) April 2022

Image 6: preparatory workshop #2 with the partners 

on the next step of Walk-In Model and the research 

progress (TU Delft) June 2022
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Furthermore, in consultation with the City of Rotterdam, three 
locations have been selected in Zuid, part of the previously defined 
Transit Zone. Those were explored by the students of TU Delft 
(Complex Projects) who were asked to realize inspiring visions 
of the future for those locations in transition, in order to make 
the goal of a low-car city tangible and thereby give direction to 
change, in which a new mobility reality is embedded in society in a 
sustainable way. 

These cases and several projects from practice were presented 
and discussed in workshops’ settings. (Image 3, 4). Throughout the 
iterative design process, all consortium partners (both academics 
and stakeholders) are learning on how to communicate among 
them (design for debate), to recognize the different expectations 
and be able to adjust the direction of the research towards the 
best results (images 5, 6).

The artifact
The artifact is an interactive display that visualizes the ongoing 
process of the project and opens up the Walk-In Model for the 
experience of the DDW visitors. Acknowledging the exhibition 
visitors as possible users and stakeholders of stations and station 
areas, the artifact aims to demonstrate the use of the tool 
through direct interaction and gather the visitor’s opinions on and 
experiences in stations (areas) as user data for the project. The 
side surfaces of the artifact accommodate information on the 
project, case studies, and the Station Area Tool with instructions 
on how to modify it. The Walk-In Model is accessible from the top 
of the box, where visitors can adjust and make doughnut models of 
the stations they often use or know well. A camera will be placed 
over the artifact in order to record and document the participation 
of the visitors.
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Social artistic values 
canvas

How can further insight into the relationship between artistic and 
socially added values of arts and culture initiatives result in new 
ways of working together? 

Collaborating with the KultuurLoket of VRIJDAG Groningen and 
contributing to the Artistic Platform currently being set up in 
Veendam, researchers from the professorship Image in Context 
of the Hanze University of Applied Sciences have composed a 
visual method to develop a ‘Social Artistic Values Canvas’. This  
method initiates a ‘feedback flow’, which allows researchers and 
participants to work together, arrive at new insights, and trigger 
new forms of social artistic action. Measuring impact thereby 
creates impact: an emergent approach which allows a new 
ecosystem to arise.

Process
For once no endless meetings at conference tables, no set patterns 
with the same invariable speakers while others trail off in thought, 
keeping quiet because nothing ever changes. This time we created 
an open and inviting zone in the form of a huge map of Veendam 
that could be walked upon. During four sessions, spread over time, 
participants continually entered and re-entered. Everyone engaged 
in spontaneous but also guided conversation, made connections 
and observed what was unfolding and developing in real time. 
Artistic interventions and visual tools were used to bring new 
visible layers to the surface to respond to. Each session, the map 
was staged as a new setting at a different angle and level with new 
attributes. Participants explored their place in the bigger picture 
and discovered how they were able to relate to other participants 
and institutions as well as the culture they are part of.

Step by step, activities and connections created in the 
municipality were mapped out. The visual method thus reveals what 
already exists, and elicits opportunities and room for development. 
Specific social and cultural values (for the Platform and its 
participants) were linked to the map via helium balloons, enabling 
a visual and tangible meta-level to emerge transcending individual 
interests. Furthermore, important underlying principles and 
ambitions arose. Layer by layer, the Social Artistic Values Canvas 
materialized.

In addition to the on-site mapping, the designing researchers 
compiled the findings and results into a game format for 
participants’ daily practice, to further develop and exchange 
ideas. This tool allows values to be embedded ever more tangibly 
in all communications, internally and externally, with both the 
municipality and its residents.

What did we learn about the success of the emergent approach? 
An ‘emergent’ approach always leaves the door open, as it were, to 
welcome new movement. As such, the Platform continues to remain 
visible, and people can join in or take a step back as and when 
it suits them. This allows the Platform to evolve into a dynamic 
organizational structure that can contribute, both visibly and 
tangibly, to the social artistic values of the arts and culture sector, 
locally, regionally, and nationally.
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During the process we came to articulate the following principles 
that were key to the success of the emergent approach:

1. People are triggered by the power of the image.
2. New things emerge through play.
3. Play encourages participants’ autonomy. 
4. The power of the collective stems from the input of 

participants. 
5. The facilitator should be people-oriented and group-oriented 

(not organization-oriented): everyone matters and has an 
equal voice.

6. The facilitator should be present with an open attitude, should 
have faith in the people, and should act in accordance with 
their pace and interests.

7. “Meet them where they are”: the facilitator accompanies 
participants in the moment of their development, without 
drawing conclusions, leaving this for the participants.

8. The facilitator should be sensitive to any potential influences, 
attuned to the opportunities created, and should ensure that 
anything hindering a constructive attitude is vented.

9. The facilitator should encourage people to take agency, as 
individuals and as a group, and should be aware of their part in 
the setting, and where it is appropriate to take steps forward 
or back.

10. There is a conversation that only these people can have in this 
space right now. Be sure to find it.

How did it work out? 
Together, relationships have been established and the first 
initiatives are being shaped — like the first Veendam’s summer 
festival in August 2022, with various cultural organizations involved. 
A fledgling but clearly tangible connection has arisen, and the 
first meetings are now being organized by the Platform itself. As 
a research group, we advocated an open artistic attitude which 
was now embraced by the participants who, as enthusiastic 
ambassadors, are welcoming newcomers and are exploring new 
opportunities by using the Social Artistic Values Canvas game. 

The emergent strategy, the visual methods, and the principles have 
shown and inspired Kultuurloket Vrijdag to use this new approach 
for the development of future artistic platforms throughout 
Groningen.
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Trees in the Amstelpark 
tell their story

Climate change is happening right now – in 2022, heat waves struck 
large parts of Europe. Under such circumstances, we appreciate 
the shadow provided by trees, especially in cities. But while the 
tree canopy is protecting us from the burning sun, trees in forests 
and cities are suffering from the combination of extreme weather 
conditions and soil and air pollution.

Legislation meets Science & Art 
Environmental lawyers want to give rights to trees and ecosystems 
to be able to stand up against these environmental threats; 
scientists study the interaction between tree growth and 
environment to assess the impact of climate extremes on trees 
and the resilience of ecosystems and artists can bridge these 
contrasting disciplines to cross an important message to the broad 
public: action is needed!

“By combining scientific, creative, and legal 
skills, we aim to alert citizens on the actual 
and future impact of human-induced stress 
on the vitality of city trees” 

Our project - “Trees in the Amstelpark tell their story”- part of 
the Shadow Floriade, organised by international art institution 
Zone2Source runs from September 4 to October 16, 2022, in 
Amsterdam. By combining scientific, creative, and legal skills, we 
aim to alert citizens on the actual and future impact of human-
induced stress on the vitality of city trees. The context is provided 

by the initiative of environmental lawyers to provide trees with the 
status of legal entities, with the consequence that they will be 
able to sue parties who are responsible for destruction of their/our 
living environment. Scientists contribute by giving the trees a voice 
through tree-ring research.

Our “playground” 
The Amstelpark was established on the occasion of the Floriade 
1972. After 50 years it has become an oasis where stressed citizens 
stroll around in a labyrinth of pathways, shaded by trees of more 
than 300 species. But also here, the past dry summers literally 
left traces in the trees (fig. 1). The effect of past heatwaves and 
drought is imprinted in the tree rings of many Amstelpark trees. 

Trees get a voice in the LivingLab
Together with artist Elmo Vermijs and Zone2Source, the Amstelpark 
Orangery is transformed into a Tree-ring Laboratory, where 
research done by Wageningen University on Amstelpark trees 
is coming to life (fig. 2). Tree rings not only indicate the age of 
the tree, they also tell us about good and bad times the trees 
experienced during their lifetime. Tree-ring research was applied 
to six tree species, growing in the Amstelpark. Some declining fir 
trees share their story on the impact of the 2018-2020  drought 
(fig. 3). In addition, an oak will tell the story of how it perceived 
the hot summer of 2022. Its stem movement was monitored with 
sensors (dendrometers) with hourly resolution, to capture the 
impact of dry and hot days on the oaks’ growth. Local park visitors, 

Dead Norway spruce (Picea abies) in het Amstel park

(Foto: DendroLab WUR)
Sketch of LivingLab for exhibition in the Amstelpark 

(source: Studio Elmo Vermijs)
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park managers, policy makers, but also school children and other 
interested people are welcome from September 4 to October 16 in 
the Orangery of the Amstel park to visit the exhibition, guided by 
scientists and students, and the interactive presentations, guided 
by the project partners. 

Grand finale: The Parliament of Trees 
What if the trees in the Amstelpark could speak for themselves as 
a legal entity, and, for example, sue parties who are endangering 
their rights to live, exist and thrive? Rivers, forests, and all sorts of 
natural entities all over the world have a legal status. Dutch jurist 
Jessica den Outer and lawyer Jan van de Venis, both advocates for 
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(Foto: DendroLab WUR)

Rights of Nature, together with four artistic pleas, demonstrate 
possibilities in a speculative trial in which the Amstelpark trees can 
speak for themselves. Several judges, including former member of 
the House of Representatives of the Netherlands, Marianne Thieme, 
will listen and judge. The trial is organised in a special setting in the 
Amstelpark, built from 46 logs of trees originating from the park 
itself. It is a meeting point for discussions, and organised during 
the Shadow Floriade and the speculative trial, where different 
parties are heard and park visitors can contribute.  

Artists, lawyers & scientists – an odd combination? 
Not at all! The approach of the topic “Climate change and pollution 
on city trees – impact & solutions” with contrasting expertise 
broadened the perspective of the project partners on the various 
aspects. 

Lawyers realised the relevance and added value, but also the 
limitations of collecting scientific evidence to support claims. This 
includes, for instance, the problem of assigning environmental 
damage complexly caused by multiple factors to specific - even 
local - polluters. Scientists understand the wish of lawyers and 
artists for a convincing, straight, and appealing story to be derived 
from research results – but have to deal with partly non-significant 
results, due to the complexity of influences on tree performance 
and health. Artists question the principles our society is built on 

Figure 3. Tree-ring sequence of a declining grand fir (Abies 

grandis)  (Foto: DendroLab WUR)

and speculate on new relationships with the non-human world by 
imagination, and feel tempered by the exactness of lawyers and 
scientists. 
Yet, the relevance and actuality of the subject, the added value of 
integration of disciplines, and, above all, the expected large impact 
on awareness, involvement, and action potential of the broad 
public, park managers, and policy makers formed a large motivation 
to make this project work.

“Science, art, and legislation can contribute 
with solutions separately, but even stronger 
in unity!”

Our main message 
Our main message is expressed by our object for the DDW, a dead 
Norway spruce (Fig. 4). When listening to the story of trees, we 
learn that action is needed to create  forests and cities which are 
resilient to future climate change. Science, art, and legislation can 
contribute with solutions separately, but even stronger in unity!

We were supported by: Marieke Nooren (dramaturgy), Marianne 
Thieme (Former political leader Animal Party NL), Eva Rovers 
(Citizens’ councils expert), Mert Kumru (World court for climate 
expert), Hannah Prins (Human rights lawyer), Kenzo Kusuda 
(dancer), Gershwin Bonevacia (poet), and Thijs van Vuure (musician)

Sanne Bloemink (essayist), Jeppe van Pruisen (film producer) and 
Stan Heerkens (photographer) helped with promotion and exposure 
of our project.

Willemijn Mulder, Paul Copini, Ellen Wilderink and WUR students 
were active in the DendroLab and LivingLab. Arno Heemskerk, Nico 
Hoogland, Nadine Schiller, Quirijn Verhoog, Ron van Soest, Hans 
Kaljee, Jitze Copinga provided background information on the trees 
in the Amstelpark and made sampling possible.
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Connect and Make

Open source can be a key ingredient for the distribution of 
technology and has proven successful in software. The idea has 
also gained interest in the field of hardware over the last two 
decades; yet its development appears slow. Not only vary tooling, 
raw materials, standard parts, and manufacturing expertise widely 
across geographical locations. Projects tend to fork rather than 
to converge, leading to partial and local optimisations. Recent 
research with fab labs and makers therefore studies communities, 
business models, and business life cycles, rather than just 
technology. Such an approach increases the utility of open-source 
hardware as intermediary technology.

During the initial phases of the global Covid pandemic when large 
parts of society were shut down by governments all over the world 
and global supply chains collapsed, a design global, manufacture 
local system to produce personal protective equipment for 
frontline healthcare workers sprang into life, albeit transitory. 
The Venturi Valve, the Decathlon Easybreath mask convertor and 
ultimately the Prusa Face Shield which we produced at our lab as 
part of this demonstration of distributed solidarity1 became the 
symbols of this development: a demonstration of the utility of 
open-source hardware in a novel socio-technical configuration 
that fostered connecting and making in a technical and profoundly 
social way as a new model of international cooperation and 
appropriation.2

Cooperation, historically, has been at the core of technology 
development – the first airplanes, early steel manufacturing, 
computer programmes – before aggressive patenting and 
copyright regimes prohibited the sharing of technical concepts. In 
software, developers started to counter this effect by establishing 
open-source licensing to reenable code sharing. Indeed, some of 
the major softwares powering the internet are open source, such 
as the Linux operating system, the Apache web server, or the 
somewhat infamous Log4J project.

While sharing of designs amongst amateurs remained common 
form, open-source principles only started to be applied to 
hardware and design in the first decades of the twenty-
first century3. Open-source hardware projects started in 
microelectronics and computer hardware, often in science and 
education. Other areas such as cars, cargo bikes and office 
furniture followed. More recently, the German Institute for 
Standardization (DIN) published a formal definition of “Open Source 
Hardware” through the DIN SPEC 3105. 

However, the development of open-source hardware appears 
slow. There are many reasons that might explain this. Tooling and 
manufacturing expertise vary widely. Raw materials, such as steel, 
and standard parts like nuts, bolts, and sheet material are different 
across geographical locations. Metric and imperial measures need 
conversion and parts don’t mix easily. Also, as engineers and 
designers disagree on the choice of technical solutions, open-
source hardware projects tent to fork rather than converse. The 
multitude of 3D printers developed on the base of the original Rep 
Rap project is a striking example. Partial and local optimisations, 
rather than a global standard, are the consequences.

Obviously, it is more than just the technical side of open-source 
technologies that contributes to their global relevance and 
meaningful contribution. Scientists have started to study open-
source hardware entrepreneurs, companies and initiatives. They 
inquired into how these projects organized themselves. The results 
of these studies can be summarized along three lines. 

• The first line highlights that in open-source projects the value 
creation cycle consists of value generation, preservation 
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and appropriation, rather than value creation, delivery and 
extraction. In that respect, open-source technologies can be 
treated and governed as a commons. 4

• The second line stresses the importance of looking beyond 
the focal firm when designing the business model. Many 
projects include both upstream (suppliers) and downstream 
(customers) into their value creation activities5 and relate 
these activities from the middle ground of an open-source 
project to the institutional upper ground and the individual 
underground. Some authors call these community-based 
business models6. 

• The third line emphasizes that open-source projects often 
engage in different business model patterns simultaneously, 
and that the complexity of the combination of business model 
patterns increases as projects mature7.
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Bubble Games Pocketsize: Bringing 
opposites closer together through 
Virtual Reality

According to the Netherlands Institute for Social Research (SCP, 
2019), three quarters of the Dutch population experience an 
increase in disagreement on social issues. Although this research 
does not show that (negative) polarisation has actually increased, 
people feel that contrasts are becoming more pronounced. The 
major concern is that people’s feelings may cause groups to 
become increasingly harsh towards each other, resulting in a loss 
of nuance and rise in aggression. 

“The goal of the Bubble Games consortium is 
to narrow the gap between opposing groups 
and bring back nuance, tolerance and 
empathy in debates on social issues.”

The goal of the Bubble Games consortium is to narrow the gap 
between opposing groups and bring back nuance, tolerance and 
empathy in debates on social issues. We believe, and previous 
projects indicate, that using Virtual Reality (VR) can help create - or 
bring back - understanding between opposing groups. VR offers 
the opportunity to walk a mile in someone else’s shoes, see what 
the other sees, hear what the other hears, and hopefully, feel what 
the other feels. This change of perspective could be the first step 
people take to come closer together.

In the Bubble Games project, predecessor of our current project, 
a group of researchers, (social) designers, IT-engineers and 
municipality employees worked closely together on a case 
in Meerhoven, a residential district in Eindhoven. This diverse 
combination of expertise proved to be very effective to tackle 
the issues between two groups of Meerhoven residents. (Social) 
designers understand how to work with different stakeholders 
and use creative techniques to come up with innovative and, most 
importantly, fitting solutions. Employees from the municipality 
of Eindhoven are experts in  safety and polarisation, and are very 
aware of sentiments and (social) issues within the district. IT-
engineers are able to transform ideas and concepts into functional 
prototypes that can then be tested and evaluated by the group 
of researchers. And last but not least, the actual residents shared 
their experiences, frustrations, aspirations and needs, providing the 
project with constant feedback and thus acted as the compass for 
this project. 

The Meerhoven case involved two groups of residents, consisting 
of young adults using the local shopping centre to meet and hang 
out, and (older) adults living in the apartments above the shopping 
centre. The two groups have become increasingly harsh towards 
each other, with youths loitering about until late in the evening, 
which the older residents perceive as threatening and a nuisance, 
causing them to call the police. Having the police coming after 
them resulted in resistance from the youths, leading to a vicious 
cycle.

An experiment involving VR and a design intervention was 
developed, context-specific to Meerhoven. This design intervention 
was inspired by Meet the Soldier (n.d.) and Brandsma (2021), and 
consisted of three specific steps: 

1. Help the opposing groups to understand and empathise with 
each other using VR and 360 degree videos; 

2. Offer them a design challenge to collaboratively improve their 
neighbourhood, and;

3. Let them present their ideas to an independent authority, (e.g. 
the mayor), who can provide the group with positive feedback 
and reinforce the feeling of having contributed positively, 
together, to their shared neighbourhood.
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The experiment showed that this intervention offered a solution 
for this specific use case, in that participants grew more empathy 
towards each other (Sleeswijk Visser & Drost, 2022). However, it has 
also become clear that this intervention is not easily transferable 
to other contexts: the solution was too case-specific and the cost 
of development was (unrealistically) high. 

Our current project aims to use the knowledge and insights gained 
to design, develop and evaluate a more generic, accessible and 
more affordable (hence ‘pocketsize’) tool to bring opposing groups 
in society closer together. The research question for this project 
is: How can an accessible and adaptive tool based on virtual or 
augmented reality be developed to bring groups with divergent, 
potentially conflicting and polarising views closer together?

In this design-oriented, multidisciplinary research project, design 
thinking is used to design, develop and evaluate a new, pocketsize 
tool that is rooted in theory, designed in co-creation, and evaluated 
in practice.

“With our newly started project, we aim to 
design and evaluate a cost-effective tool, 
as well as contribute to improved social 
dynamics in this district.”

Throughout the project, residents of the district Doornakkers in 
Eindhoven and other relevant parties, such as local police and 
youth organisations, will participate. Doornakkers is a district in 
Eindhoven that is undergoing a transition with new houses being 
built that are mainly occupied by expats. According to the area 
coordinator of Doornakkers (R. Deelen, personal communication, 
2 September 2022) many of the original residents dislike this 
transition, which emphasises the gap between rich and poor. This 
results in rising aggression and vandalism. Furthermore, there 
seems to be a tendency towards right-wing extremism within this 
district. Especially local youth have been disrupting public order 
over the past few years, leading to several arrests and emergency 
regulations. With our newly started project, we aim to design and 
evaluate a cost-effective tool, as well as contribute to improved 
social dynamics in this district.
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Collaboration of design researchers with a) care institutions that 
see the need for the innovation and b) a company that is interested 
in upscaling the innovation is key for the innovation to be lifted 
from being ‘just a concept idea’ towards a breakthrough innovation 
going to market. The collaboration itself is therefore a key driver 
for impact.

The project was a combination of:

• Product development: recipe development, 3D design, testing 
the recipes in the 3D food printer, testing the heating stability 
of the products, and testing the products with the speech 
therapists (who are also specialist in dysphagia issues);

• Testing the prototypes with elderly people with dysphagia 
(due to Huntington’s, Multiple Sclerosis as well as due to an 
event or accident), and;

• Testing the products and their impact with a broad group of 
stakeholders in the care homes like nutrition assistants, chefs, 
speech therapists, and caregivers.

3D food printing for people with chewing 
and swallowing problems (dysphagia)

The project focused on a series of results:

1. Recipes and forms that were acceptable as 3D printable, 
safe to eat and tasty prototypes. These results were mostly 
derived from testing in the laboratory of recipes with different 
food purees, the use of various types of thickeners for water 
binding, in order to find the best taste and mouthfeel and in 
order to keep the product from sagging during heating after 
3D printing and freezing.

2. Another important result was that the products did not form 
a skin upon heating, as this is not safe to eat for people with 
dysphagia.

3. In order to test the prototypes we needed a group of people 
with dysphagia, willing to test the products. This meant a 
great deal of time was spent preparing for the test in care 
homes. This part of the research was focused on organizing 
all the logistics of the test, informing all the stakeholders 
about the test, acquiring enough participants for the tests, 
organizing consent forms, 3D printing enough product for the 
tests, organizing meal butlers to heat the products before 
tasting, designing the questionnaires, etc.

4. In order to find out how 3D printed food can impact the 
wellbeing of people with dysphagia, a group of stakeholders 
should test the 3D printed products. This meant that we had 
to find out which people were stakeholders, to interest them 
in this project and to invite them in separate focus groups, to 
organize the focus groups, to design the questionnaires, etc.
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The impact of this project was clear from the start: although the 
resting homes do not have a high number of clients with dysphagia, 
living with dysphagia means mostly that you eat food that is 
ground and that is often mixed together. This means that it often 
tastes and smells like nothing you want to eat (see photo). The 
participants have told us that they greatly miss good food, and 
eating is not so enjoyable on the whole, which can result in weight 
loss and life deterioration. In the past, nursing homes have tried to 
improve the quality of eating for these people, but there is no easy 
solution as yet. All the stakeholders told us that 3D printed food 
could be a solution, when and if the products can be of guaranteed 
quality. There is a great potential impact therefore on the health 
and wellbeing of people with dysphagia. 

A different impact comes from the commitment of Gastronology 
to upscale the production of the 3D printed food for people with 
dysphagia. The project is of considerable impact on the feasibility 
of their own venture, and that venture itself is a key factor for the 
future of 3D food printed food in the Netherlands and the world. 

Evaluating the whole project, good experience was found in 
involving all stakeholders of people with dysphagia, as well as 
working with a company that wants to market 3D printed food. 
After all, that is the reason for doing this research in the first 
place: to help stimulate innovation in food for those who need it, 
as a driver for impact. All partners were highly motivated from the 
start to end, although Covid 19 naturally delayed our project. It 
was difficult to find enough participants, which meant a change 
in our original test plan. Due to the highly innovative nature of the 
project, Gastronology did not wish to exchange their recipes with 
ours, which meant extra energy in producing recipes and forms. 
Throughout the project, collaboration with all partners was good, 
and the tests were performed smoothly mainly due to the central 
organization by the groups of students working 5 days a week on 
the project, supervised by HAS researchers and 3D printing experts.

Several challenges that were not solved with this project but which 
are key for the further success of 3D printed food for dysphagia, is 
upscaling the speed of printing and the acceptance of the higher 
cost of 3D printed food products. The CEO of Gastronology reports 
that upscaling is well underway and the prospects are good. They 
hope to have a product on the market soon.
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CK3: Circulaire Korte 
Keten Kas

Food and nutrition are literally and figuratively close to our hearts. 
According to the World Wildlife Fund, the Dutch consumer eats 
away almost 20 m2 of Amazon jungle every year, making it the 
largest Amazon glutton in Europe. We are faced with a task that is 
as complex as it is necessary: achieving a sustainable food system 
that does not lay claim to valuable land, soil, water, fossil energy 
and other raw materials.

The CK3 project is carried out amongst the trees in what was the 
first Tuinbouwschool (Horticultural school) of the Netherlands. The 
once famous school is now overgrown and in a state of disrepair. 
The location, now part of the UNESCO world heritage list is home 
to many interesting characters and local entrepreneurs, all busy 
contributing to the vitality of the place. These are some of the 
people involved in the gardens first Korte Keten (short chain).

The consumer
Dieneke van Raalte is a regular customer in the French garden cafe, 
a past student and author of numerous horticultural books. Seeing 
the greenhouse so pathetic and sad looking is deeply upsetting. 
She recounts the cultivation of the most beautiful and exotic roses 
there, an authentic wonder. For her, being able to see the space be 
reused to grow food that is then crafted into a tasty dish gives her 
hope for a more positive future.

The Cook
Esther Viool runs ‘De Franse Tuin cafe’ in the French gardens of 
the Tuinbouwschool. She ran cafés in and around Amsterdam for 
over 20 years. As a hobbyist conservationist, she knows better 
than most the effect that the current agricultural model has on 
the environment. For her, being brought into the complexity of 
producing food is an exciting challenge. It is causing her to think 
differently about the kinds of dishes she’s serving as the seasons 
and vegetables available create new creative constraints.

The Agronomist
Rob has a long history of innovating with food in the Netherlands, 
from computational models to revolutionary brands such as the 
Vegetarische Slager. His interest in this project lies with co-creating 
with the community in order to raise awareness and conversations 
about how our food is produced. Frederiksoord is an ideal 
community as the larger project context in the horticultural school 
is about inclusivity, healthcare and local entrepreneurship.

The Greenhouse coordinator
Martin Klinkenberg is a retired civil engineer who has helped build 

Dieneke van Raalte

Prof.dr. Rob van Haren

Esther Viool
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dikes, tunnels and bridges all over the Netherlands. He has found a 
deep meaning in the garden. He helps maintain the greenhouse and 
ensures that the plants are watered, the chickens are fed and that 
crops are harvested on time. Organisational science is in his nature, 
and it shows. For anybody interested in helping with the project he 
is more than happy to find a suitable task for them to do.

The Garden Boss
Mieke leads the voluntary efforts in the garden. Her contribution 
to the CK3 project comes in the form of helping convert the green 
waste from the garden into healthy soil that can be used to grow 
crops. For Mieke, cultivating healthy soil is key to maintaining the 
garden.

The Designers
Throughout the research process both Kim and Joshua explored 
every possible configuration of greenhouse; from walipinis to 
chinese greenhouses and all the way up to soap bubble insulated 
structures. Their conclusion was that the future of greenhouses 
is uncertain. When it comes down to it, greenhouses are incredibly 
costly to run with heating and cooling being the biggest loss. With 
rising gas prices and material costs, the true cost accounting time 
has arrived. For the industry to survive, it will need answers about 
how to better leverage the natural environment, the seasons and 
the only thing that is free in the Netherlands; the sun.

Project Wisdom

• Keep it simple: Social innovation projects often end up missing 
the point and designing the bike-shed. It’s always important 
to focus on the core of the project and keeping it as simple as 
possible as complexity will always rear its ugly head.

• Co-creation is mostly patient listening: Experts might disagree 
and insist on post-it notes and strict methodologies but more 
often than not, the best insights comes from listening to 
people after they’ve had some time to reflect.

• Just start: Discussions, meetings and planning can often 
stand in the way of the realisation of the project. An important 
learning has been to get out of the mind and into the hands, 
even if it’s only a small experiment.

• Why wasn’t I consulted: Stakeholders have stakes which they 
can stab you with, so it’s always important to keep everyone 
in the loop, even if it’s only an update. A stakeholder who 
feels out of the loop has the potential to completely derail a 
project, so it’s important to do the maintenance work so that 
everybody feels involved.

Martin Klinkenberg

Mieke Souverin

Overview
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Un-/Blackboxing the creative 
potential of Dutch secondary 
vocational education

Creativity becomes most meaningful when it is applied. But to 
measure the impact of any application, there must be room to 
put creativity to use. Both universities of applied sciences (HBO) 
as well as secondary vocational education institutes (MBO) 
contribute to this cause through practical research. As a creative 
vocational school with courses that are clustered as ‘Design & 
Craft’, ‘Spatial Design’, ‘Design, Media & Technology’, and ’Event 
Management & Media Production’, SintLucas forms an eminently 
suitable breeding ground for the creative talent that is needed to 
be able to jointly, in collaboration with other disciplines, tackle the 
large and complex societal issues we face today and in the future. 
Unfortunately, to date, the full potential of creative MBO vocational 
schools such as SintLucas often remains unused. 

One of the reasons for this is the fragmentation of Dutch education 
on MBO, HBO, and WO level. “Whereas the Netherlands used to be 
compartmentalized by political and religious beliefs, education 
is the new compartmentalization” (Bloem 2017). The country is 
currently struggling with this problem. Among themselves, the 
different pillars may have little contact, despite the overlaps each 
keeps operating within its own box. 

“How does the practical experience 
embodied today maintain value in the near 
future?”

Although design is taught in a range of settings within each pillar, 
the differences in levels between these educational streams are 
enormous. The fact that ‘higher’ does not always mean ‘better’ 
also becomes apparent from a tour of various institutions in The 
Netherlands where design can be studied. One quality criterion 
which can be used is for instance the amount of practical 
experience a student gains while studying at MBO, HBO, or WO level. 
To what extent do current (educational) practices still reflect the 
field(s) of work for what will be the designer of tomorrow? How 
does the practical experience embodied today maintain value 
in the near future? Recent research shows “that an excellence 
program involving an additional intensive internship may make 
graduates more attractive [to employers]. Employers also value 
a well-connected prior education” (Buisman et al. 2019). But as 
an educational institution, what do you train your students and 
tutors for? When do educational programs actually connect the 
next generation of designers to the future, if all we know about 
the future is that change is the only constant as a result of 
technological change and globalization?

Vocational schools are not alone, of course, in developing an 
adequate response to this changing world; there is also a need 
within the work field for continuous learning and resilience. This 
forms the starting point for a ‘Lifelong Learning’ pilot at SintLucas, 
in which the Professorship ‘Meaningful Creativity’ investigates 
the importance of critical reflection and research through design 
as a basis for alternative knowledge development and reciprocal 
knowledge transfer between students, tutors, and professionals. 
The easiest way to do this would be to keep the MBO ‘black box’ 
- in all its complex internal and external factors - closed, and 
look only at its conventional inputs and outputs: the demand of 

Fig. 2, Fröbel’s Kindergarten building ‘gifts’. Some of the first 

sets of wooden blocks developed specifically for young 

children to explore, create, and play with.

Fig. 1, Images by DALL·E generated from the prompt “a group of 

happy and diverse students hugging a huge black cube.”
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the current work field on the one hand, and the employability 
of graduates in that same work field on the other. However, this 
obvious scenario is not the starting point of our practice-based 
research initiative. In the collaborations we are setting up with 
different open-minded businesses from the North Brabant region 
(e.g., Zinkunie, CSU) we do not rely on a fixed outcome, but rather 
we focus on a joint point of departure for a learning journey. Part 
of this starting point is that each of these businesses has its own 
specific residual streams and challenges ahead. 

In this collaboration, we approach the pillars of Dutch education as 
a series of black boxes, containing various, at times contradictory, 
perspectives, objectives, and situated knowledge(s). Our aim is 
to unbox the hidden processes and machinery as a body of bits 
of knowledge that can be questioned and traced as a network 
of factors and interests (Latour, 1994), by ignoring the fixed 
expectations, resources, outcomes, and expertise as is.
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“The output is hope for a more equitable, 
inclusive society in which the impact of all 
knowledge(s) combined is greater than the 
sum of their parts.”

Instead, we aim to unbox the full potential of Dutch creative 
secondary vocational education and use the residual materials 
of all three participating businesses to form the input of a co-
creative, circular process of making and unmaking in which 
participants in both the role of learner and learning expert 
collaborate on a more desirable future. The output is hope for 
a more equitable, inclusive society in which the impact of all 
knowledge(s) combined is greater than the sum of their parts.

Fig. 3, Paint layers found by specialists of the Tretyakov gallery 

reveal a much more colorful version of the painting now known 

as Malevich’s ‘Black Square’.

Fig. 4, Images by DALL·E generated from the prompt “a group of 

happy and diverse students hugging a huge black cube.”
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Wijkbot Kit

While self-driving cars are already receiving a lot of publicity, 
all kinds of other autonomously operating vehicles and objects 
have also started showing up in our cities. In a few years, we will 
likely find ourselves surrounded by autonomous street-cleaners, 
vendors, advertisers, delivery vehicles, or security bots (fig.1). 
These kinds of devices are being developed by various big-tech 
companies and startups, driven by new business opportunities 
(fig.2). Perhaps because of that, we rarely hear the critical 
questions being asked about the impact these “city bots” will have 
on the everyday lives of people in cities.

In the project Cities of Things Lab 010, we develop ways to engage 
inhabitants of various neighborhoods of Rotterdam in creating 
an alternative version to the above future: one in which city bots 
are designed, developed, owned, maintained, and supervised by 
the citizens themselves. We’re developing the “Wijkbot Kit” (where 
“wijk” means “neighborhood” in Dutch) as a collection of open-
source, low-cost tools and methods for co-creating such robots. 
The kit includes hacked second-hand “hoverboard” electric toys, 
and off-the-shelf components. It allows people to build full-scale, 
remote-controlled robot prototypes in a few hours time (fig.3). A 
citizen-designer can then test the prototype as a “wizard-of-Oz”, 
controlling the robot’s movements, talking through its speakers, 
listening and watching through its microphones and cameras. We 
are developing the next versions of the Wijkbot Kit to allow more 
autonomy to the prototyped robots, and to enable non-experts to 
operate and further develop these robots further on their own.

Afrikaanderwijk is a diverse, lively neighborhood in Rotterdam Zuid, 
with the large Afrikaanderplein in the middle, where a bustling 
market takes place twice a week. A small group of inhabitants of 

Fig.1 People and diverse kinds of autonomous vehicles will 

very likely cohabit near-future cities (drawing by: Maria 

Luce Lupetti).

Fig. 2. The delivery robot developed by Starship Technologies 

is one of many examples of upcoming autonomous vehicles 

that might have an unpredictable impact on the everyday 

functioning of cities and the lives of their inhabitants (image 

copyright: Starship Technologies).

Afrikaanderwijk used the Wijkbot Kit during co-creation sessions 
to imagine how their community and neighborhood could be 
supported by autonomous, robotic vehicles. They imagined 
robots that help to clean, recycle and up-cycle unsold vegetables 
and fruit from the market into locally-made and sold soup and 
smoothies (fig. 4). By that, the robots would help generate local 
jobs, but also be designed to contribute to the social life of the 
Afrikaanderwijkers, by encouraging spontaneous social contacts, or 
even helping local citizens in a protest action. The “afrikaanderbot” 
(fig.5.) is a prototype developed using the Wijkbot Kit, which is the 
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Fig. 3. “Mobeh” was a prototype of a small ambulance-robot 

built using the Wijkbot Kit and tried out on the streets of 

Rotterdam during a one-day hackathon.

Fig. 4 These four images of “a smart robot collecting fruit 

waste at the street market in Rotterdam” have been generated 

by Dall-E 2 AI from the quoted description.

first attempt of turning the imagined vision into reality.

“Find new ways for creating positive and 
productive ways of living and collaborating 
among citizens and city bots.”

We are developing the Wijkbot Kit to find new ways for creating 
positive and productive ways of living and collaborating among 
citizens and city bots. By designing and prototyping them 
together in local communities, we aspire to strengthen local 
civic competences and capacities. We envision a future in which 
citizens, together with designers and new kinds of professionals, 
will design and develop city bot prototypes themselves, that 
match the daily practice and needs of Rotterdam residents. In the 
Afrikaanderwijk we are preparing to realize a “biotope of smart 
objects”, that will work and live as neighbors with residents and 
that improve social participation and inspire new experiences.

For more information and full credits visit: https://citiesofthings.nl/
the-wijkbot-kit
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Doughnut-Architecture - 
The Doughnut Economic 
approach in Architecture

In 2017, Professor Kate Raworth from Oxford University and 
Amsterdam University published the book “Doughnut Economics: 
seven ways to think like a 21st century economist”. The Doughnut, 
the core concept at the heart of Doughnut Economics (DE), is a 
tool for human prosperity in the 21st century to meet the needs of 
all people within the means of the living planet. It consists of two 
concentric rings, a social foundation and an ecological ceiling, and 
in between lies a doughnut-shaped space, the safe and just space 
where humanity can thrive1.

In 2018, at the Faculty of Architecture TU Delft (BK), Henri Van 
Bennekom supervised the graduation projects of four students2 
who developed the AREA-Framework, a tool to guide the design 
interventions in the built environment, addressing DE. In Raworth’s 
doughnut-shaped space, the AREA Framework introduced eight  
qualitative categories (and subcategories3) to address a resilient 
built environment. From 2019 until 2021, Van Bennekom adopted 
the AREA Framework in the AREA Design Studio at BK, TU Delft. 
Most involved researchers, practitioners, and students’ feedback 
highlighted its limitations of being only qualitative, and its 
categories and subcategories being not sufficiently quantitative 
and measurable.

In 2020, several architectural practices from the Ex’tax network4, 
(e.g. RAU Architects, City Foerster, Superuse Studios, Space & 
Matter) involved in the TU Delft project ‘Circularcity’ 5 expressed 
the need for guidelines and toolkits to address the Circular 
Economy (CE) challenges comprehensively. Space & Matter 
proposed to develop a research, specifically focused on a tool 
similar to the AREA Framework, reckoning that DE is part of the 
Amsterdam policy to achieve a fully circular city by 20506; other 
practices from the Ex’tax network agreed on its importance. 
The following research question originated from the practices 
involved in Circularcity: “How to develop a tool similar to the AREA 
Framework further, from a quantitative and qualitative perspective, 
to support the architectural practices to implement DE in the built 
environment?”

The ultimate goal is to develop the Framework further, to increase 
the number of architectural practices successfully implementing 
the Doughnut Economics in the built environment at a national 
level. The Framework will contribute to positioning the architectural 
practices concerning DE and the CE. The project results are firstly 
an online open-access publication about the further developed 
Framework to be applied by architects; secondly, the preparation 
and submission of a follow-up research proposal about the 
extended development and implementation of the Framework 
applicable to the built environment by the Ex’tax construction 
sector companies.

The research method consists of testing the Framework through 
practice, education, and research, a cyclical process in which 
the first test in practice and education will further develop the 
following research phase. 

Space & Matter will be the first practice to test the Framework 
on real projects; they are already acknowledged about applying 
principles regarding the Doughnut Economics on the built 
environment. It will be essential to apprehend which aspects of the 
Framework are particularly beneficial for real projects, unlock its 
potential, and assess its limitations in the four phases of analysis, 
design, construction and use7. After Space & Matter, a few other 
practices from the Ex’tax network, starting with Superuse Studios, 
will test the Framework on real projects. 
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Several architectural practices from the existing strong Ex’tax 
network, reinforced through a solid collaboration with an academic 
institution, will contribute through tests on real projects and 
workshops to further develop and implement the AREA Framework 
and create consortia to develop a follow-up application for 
a major EU research funding. Workshops with the TU Delft 
interdepartmental research group Circular Built Environment Hub8, 
the Amsterdam Donut Coalitie9, Kate Raworth10, will be organized 
to receive advice about the AREA Framework design method and 
further development. The AREA Framework will also be tested in 

education in Architecture, Architectural Engineering and Industrial 
Ecology academic courses, with SMEs and TU Delft leading, peer-
reviewing and collecting feedback from students’ work.

Testing the AREA Framework, especially on real projects, will 
be crucial; filling the gap between science and the real world 
is challenging and breaking through the trajectory leading to 
innovation.
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Design strategies for circular 
design of products

Context
It is estimated that in the European Union yearly 10.78 million 
tonnes of furniture is disposed of. With growing population and 
increasing home-office spaces the demand for furniture will rise. 
This will result in even more discarded furniture. To reduce this 
waste stream, a different design and management approach must 
be employed. Designing new furniture with circularity as a starting 
point and extending the lifetime of existing furniture might 
contribute to this reduction.

Occasion
Designing for a circular economy is supported by several circular 
strategies. For instance: design for reduce, re-use, repair and 
refurbishment. But how do you know which circular strategy suits 
your product best? The need to discover this is the reason for this 
GoCI project.

Partners
Saxion University of Applied Sciences explores together with 
Ahrend Support BV, design agency D’Andrea&Evers and innovation 
studio WordLenig the circular opportunities for an office chair and 
ways to compare those opportunities. 

Saxion University of Applied Sciences strives to share their 
knowledge about circular design and lifecycle analysis on real life 
cases to support the uptake of a circular innovation in practice. 
Ahrend Support continuously improves their circularity efforts by 
joining up with new partners and developments. D’Andrea&Evers 
wants to inspire other companies to go circular with appealing 
examples and facilitate and contribute to the ideation phase. 
WordLenig aspires to learn more about how circularity is 
experienced by clients and users – in order to adopt better 
business models.

Figure 1: Ahrend office chair
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Aim
The aim of the project is to translate circular strategies into 
product concepts for an office chair. Also, compare these concepts 
with regard to circular values, like environmental impact. What if the 
textile cover is easy to change and washable? Does the impact of 
this new design (with additional material and components) way up 
to the longer use? What if we overmold ‘old’ parts instead of first 
shredding them? What if we make parts interchangeable? 

By jointly making the concepts and comparing them with a life 
cycle analysis and additional circular evaluation tools, early stage 
insight is created as to what circular strategy is best for (Ahrend) 
office chairs. 

Mission
This project contributes to the mission ‘Intensify the use of 
available resources’, and the transition away from wasting 
resources to a circular economy in which resources are reused. 
This is part of the ‘Energy transition and sustainability’ theme 
addressed by GoCI.

Foreseen impact
The functional impact of the project should be an improved design 
of an office chair, better suited for a circular economy where its 
value will be preserved. Organizations have increasing interest and 
responsibility in sustainable business operations, including their 
facility and purchasing. This is strengthened by the increasing 
influence of government policy on sustainable purchasing. The 
users of office chairs might get more responsibilities as well, in 
terms of maintaining and repairing the chair themselves. User-
friendly adjusting of the chair and ease of repair can enlarge the 
attachment to the product and therefore extend the amount of 
years the chair will be used. 

Figure 2: Ahrend 2020 seating, disassembled
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Ahrend decided to start with a separate organization for their 
circular activities: the Circular Hub. This made it possible to explore 
and try, without having the existing organization to be hindrance 
or counterproductive. Within this Circular Hub chairs are revived, 
both from Ahrend and other companies. Collaboration is key within 
circular innovations. The GoCI program enables collaboration with 
new partners, resulting in fresh ideas, new insights and sharing of 
knowledge. Within this project the partners share knowledge and 
experience from previous circular innovations in different markets.

Nicely worded by Ahrend in reaction to the results of a graduation 
assignment on this topic: “Now we know which ingredients there 
are, so let’s start cooking and make recipes!” Preliminary conclusion 
is a design that fits a combination of circular strategies has high 
potential, for instance long life span and is easy to repair. The 
enthusiasm and passion for circularity of the involved partners 
makes it a fun project to work on. We look forward to support the 
design community in making informed circular designs.



Impact
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GoCI: Involving the creative 
industries in research for 
urgent societal transitions

What needs to be done to more effectively deploy the creative 
industries’ expertise to help solve urgent societal problems? 
Five matchmakers conducted an inquiry to determine what the 
sector needs in order for this to happen. Below, they give their 
recommendations for enabling creative professionals to take on 
the role expected of them – not that of “problem holders” but of 
drivers of incremental and radical innovation.

The creative industries as a catalyst for tackling societal 
challenges
The creative industries are considered an important sector 
whose specific expertise puts it in a position to help solve major 
societal challenges confronting today’s globalised society. The 
Go Creatieve Industrie (GoCI) programme aims to strengthen the 
sector’s innovative power and, through practice-oriented research, 
to increase its impact in the four areas of focus identified in the 
Netherlands’ mission-driven innovation policy. Those areas are 
energy transition and sustainability; agriculture, water and food; 
health and care; and security. To this end, SIA and CLICKNL have 
created the new KIEM GoCI grant scheme1.

Another initiative of the GoCI programme has been the 
appointment of regional matchmakers to help creative 
professionals formulate research questions and put them in 
touch with research programmes. In 2021, five matchmakers were 
respectively appointed for the Arnhem-Nijmegen, Den Bosch-Breda, 
The Hague, northern Netherlands, and Twente regions2. As a first 
step in the matchmaking process, they researched the needs of 
the creative sector in these areas, as follows.

Matchmakers’ inquiry
The matchmakers interviewed representatives of eight regional 
creative network organisations, such as design associations 
and cultural institutions, and 35 creative entrepreneurs working 
in various roles and functions in fields including art, design 
(product and interaction), communication, fashion, architecture 
and digital technology (mixed, augmented and virtual reality). 
The matchmakers asked the interviewees about the subject from 
different angles:

How can creative entrepreneurship and design processes be 
strengthened, and who is best qualified to provide support, 
substantive as well as financial?
What role can designers play with regard to societal problems, how 
are the mission areas relevant to their practice, and which specific 
types of expertise do they deem desirable or necessary for getting 
involved? What role do or might the universities of applied sciences 
play here?

Kiem GoCI top themes

More practical questions, such as: How can parties important 
to the creative industries, such as CLICKNL and SIA, best make 
designers aware of programmes, activities and financing 
instruments designed to facilitate the development and sharing of 
knowledge related to design and innovation processes?
The matchmakers then held a series of working sessions in which 
they collected additional information and discussed the results 
of the interviews. An exception was the Avans session, in which 
an attempt was made to connect relevant parties in the fields 
of biodesign and immersive storytelling in concrete ways. Seven 
additional creative professionals, a cultural institution and an 
independent film association also took part in the sessions. So 
what were the matchmakers’ most important findings?
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Creative professionals’ role in solving societal problems 
Most interviewees expressed a desire to help solve challenges 
facing society. However, there were major differences in levels of 
engagement, depending on ambitions and actual possibilities. 
Design and creative agencies and independent designers 
(solopreneurs) working for technically oriented companies and 
designers employed at such companies are limited by the paths 
those businesses choose to pursue. The mission areas play a 
minimal role here at best. These designers see their job mainly as 
consisting of asking critical questions and making the company 
aware of the role it can play with respect to solving societal 
challenges. Other independent designers and design firms, able 
to partially formulate their own projects, are able to exercise more 
control and/or to be more selective regarding who they choose to 
work with. Architects, in particular, place pressing societal issues 
on the agenda much more often than creatives in other fields. 

Many designers are unfamiliar with the Dutch government’s mission 
areas. Those who are tend to find them too rigidly defined. This 
is partly because they are firmly rooted in a national economic 
agenda that heavily prioritises technological innovation and 
economic growth but pays less attention to social, cultural and 
ethical values. 

When it comes to societal challenges, alongside introducing an 
approach or methodology, interviewees say their expertise lies 
in creatively and concretely representing problems, addressing 
them, and facilitating discussion of them; proposing entirely new 
and innovative strategies and concepts; and pointing towards 
possible concrete solutions. They actively connect various fields, 
stakeholders and organisations and work with them in co-creation 
processes to frame and reframe societal challenges in terms of 
opportunities and concrete design tasks. Thus, their expertise 
dovetails with the KEM (Key Enabling Methodologies) categories 
formulated by CLICKNL3.

Most important research themes in Kiem GoCI projects

Not only creative companies new to the Kiem GoCI scheme

Most popular themes of Dutch National Research Agenda (NWA) in Kiem GoCI projects

Creative entrepreneurs’ need for knowledge
Many creative businesses are sole proprietorships or small design 
agencies. To increase their creative, financial and organisational 
power – through additional expertise, new business models and 
an understanding of more complex projects – the interviewed 
entrepreneurs view cooperation or expansion as necessary. 
Yet they lack knowledge and experience in these areas. Many 
designers fear expanding, or lack the financial means to do so. At 
the same time, solopreneurs worry that cooperating with bigger 
partners will mean losing their independence or accustomed 
way of working. They need more knowledge of the legal and 
organisational aspects of strategic collaboration, and access to 
additional expertise. 

Interviewees also expressed a desire to exchange knowledge and 
experience with others in the creative industries – peers in their 
own fields as well as knowledgeable people outside them – about 
the consequences of the latest trends and newest technologies. 
To facilitate such discussion, the role of formal and informal cross-
disciplinary regional networks should be strengthened.

Creative entrepreneurs lack the time and means to upskill in urgent, 
topical areas such as sustainable and circular design, certification 
(e.g., in sustainability and health care) and the latest digital 
production topics (such as parametric design, AI and the IoT). 
Research institutions could better respond to this problem with 
knowledge transfer aimed at the creative industries.
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Ownership of societal issues 
Many design and design research methods have their origins in 
traditional commissioning situations with clear problem holders 
(clients). Increasingly often, however, challenges in the mission 
areas have no clear owners. The industries feel the absence of the 
government playing its old role of commissioning body or guiding 
force. And societal organisations that could play a key role in the 
necessary transitions are scarcely part of the picture for creative 
partners, with the exception of architects. Designers are therefore 
blocked from getting involved in solving societal problems.

The need for knowledge to solve societal problems: methodology
Complex societal issues call for a hybrid approach blending 
research and design. Knowledge, experience and practical tools are 
needed to build an integrated methodology fit for tackling complex 
issues that lack a single obvious problem holder and involve many 
parties with divergent, sometimes conflicting values and interests 
(wicked problems). The methodology must also promote equal 
cooperation within the creative industries themselves, as well as 
between designers and stakeholders from the so-called quadruple 
helix: science, government, business and society.

For longer innovation processes, larger agencies often use the 
Delft Innovation Model (DIM) or their own variants for problem 
analysis, concept development, design and testing. For exploratory 
projects, they often use design thinking methods with a shorter 
cycle. These are unsuitable for developing good solutions into 
actions that can be implemented in society, however. Designers 
involved in transdisciplinary, multi-stakeholder design and research 
processes could benefit from using a combination of the two 
types of methods. Designers working from a more artistic and/
or autonomous perspective often develop methods of their 
own, working in a hands-on way and on the basis of practical 
experience, and these can complement the technical universities’ 
more formal methods in interesting ways. Despite their needs, most 
creative businesses don’t have the scope or attention to evaluate 
the methods they use, improve them, or preserve knowledge 
gained.

The role of research programmes
The interviews indicate that people in the creative industries are 
unfamiliar with research funding and the various regional, national 
and international research programmes. Designers may know 
NWO, SIA and CLICKNL by name, but they typically have no idea 
what these bodies do or whether they are relevant for their own 
professional practices. These organisations’ funding schemes are 
hardly reaching designers. There are various reasons for this:

• Research programmes and their associated funding schemes 
are not directly accessible to designers but only indirectly, via 
universities.

• Creative professionals are rarely viewed as researchers by 
funding bodies such as NWO and SIA. At best, they are defined 
in funding applications as SMEs with innovation-related 
questions for practice-oriented research.

• The policy and research jargon that organisations like NWO/SIA 
and CLICKNL, as well as the Creative Industries Fund NL, use in 
their programme descriptions and calls for proposals is not a 
type of language that speaks to creative professionals.

• The interviewees criticised the extensive, complicated and 
lengthy application procedures, which are accompanied by 
elaborate conditions requiring large amounts of information 
to be known in advance. This procedure contrasts strongly 
with the way most creatives work. The average timescale for 
awarding a grant and executing a research project is ill-suited 
to a small creative business’s dynamic operations. It is also 
difficult for such a business to remain involved for such a long 
time alongside its daily practice.

Those interviewees who had participated in research projects did 
not report uniformly positive experiences. Their role within the 
consortiums was often unclear. They were not included in the 
group of SMEs with practical research questions, but they were 
not seen as researchers either. They were typically called upon 
to visualise and prototype research results. Designers seldom 
see participating in a research project as an investment in new 
knowledge but rather as an interesting means of expanding their 
professional networks. Creative professionals often observe a 
lack of clarity in the division of roles between grant providers, 
research institutions, other consortium partners, and themselves. 
The majority of the budget typically goes to the institution 
on the assumption that it is the party doing the research. But 
if research and innovation are seen as an iterative, interactive 
process involving all the consortium partners, such a distribution is 
unjustifiable, in the designers’ view.

Universities of applied sciences’ role as research institutes
The fact that most funding for practice-oriented research goes 
to universities of applied sciences is also difficult for designers 
to understand, since they view education, not research, as 
these institutions’ primary purpose. They value students’ open-
minded outlook and efforts by the universities that contribute to 
interdisciplinary cooperation aimed at solving complex problems. 
However, the role of research and researchers at these universities 
is still not widely acknowledged or recognised. Designers also 
view research institutions as slow, bureaucratic, untransparent 
organisations in which it is difficult to find the right people to set 
up a collaboration. 

Universities of applied sciences should use practice-oriented and 
applied research to bridge theoretically founded methodologies 
with practical application. Most interviewees had not observed 
them playing this role, however. In their view, knowledge gained 
from research should be shared much more often within advisory 
bodies and creative industries associations rather than in scholarly 
journals, for example. The universities of applied sciences could 
more explicitly play the role of connecting research with practice 
and bringing together the partners needed to solve complex 
innovation challenges.

Top scorers Kiem GoCI applications
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Conclusions
On the basis of their research, the matchmakers drew conclusions 
at three levels, to which their recommendations are linked: 

Creative entrepreneurship
• Additional training. Creative professionals need facilities and 

financing for additional training in entrepreneurial knowhow 
(business organisation, business models, legal aspects) and 
relevant current developments, particularly in the areas of 
sustainability and advanced digital technology. Such financing 
should come primarily from enterprise schemes, for example as 
an expansion of the Stimuleringsregeling Leren en Ontwikkelen 
in het MKB (SME Learning and Development Incentive Scheme), 
or SLIM scheme. Such schemes are not widely known among 
creative professionals. 

• Regional networks and creative associations. Strengthening 
regional networks and stimulating transdisciplinary 
collaboration via a creative industries platform will help 
to meet creatives’ need to exchange and reflect on their 
experiences with regard to trends, societal issues and new 
technology. Such networks could play an active role in setting 
up programmes, research institutes and collaborative projects 
to tackle challenging design problems.

Applying design to help solve societal challenges
The designer’s changing role calls for collaboration with civil 
society organisations, citizens, businesses and universities. Such 
complex cooperation calls for:
• methods that support this type of transdisciplinary, complex, 

long-term cooperation; access for creative professionals to 
the big challenges facing society;

• topics that suit regional strengths, available expertise and 
relevant partners and networks;

• a guiding force to ensure equal partnership on complex design 
and innovation projects.

The parties best suited to play the role of guiding force seem to 
be the universities of applied sciences, as bridge-builders between 
theory and practice and linchpins facilitating connections and 
collaborations within the quadruple helix.

Research funds should acknowledge creative professionals’ role as 
drivers of incremental and radical innovation, rather than treating 
them as “problem holders”, and accordingly make research funding 
accessible to them.

Participating small and medium enterprises in Kiem GoCI

Research programmes for the creative industries
For NWO/SIA research programmes such as GoCI to effectively 
dovetail with designers’ everyday practice, they must provide the 
following:

Recognition of creative professionals’ role as innovators/
researchers inside and outside research institutions. This means 
designer-researchers should be able to receive payment for such 
work, whether or not they are employed by such an institution.
Accessibly formulated and written research programmes and calls 
for proposals, with communication that is accessible for people 
in the creative industries and sufficient scope (and trust) to allow 
for open, experimental processes whose course and results do not 
have to be established in advance.
Access to individual or collective holders of societal problems, for 
example via new “elephant paths” that enable the creative sector 
and civil society institutions to meet more easily.
A balanced mix of schemes, from simple, brief exploratory 
studies to multiyear transdisciplinary research, in which creative 
professionals can participate as artistic and designing researchers.
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Recommendations
On the basis of the conditions outlined above, the matchmakers 
make the following six recommendations:

• Research programmes should simplify application procedures 
by dividing them into different stages of grant awarding 
and project execution. For example, they could make small 
amounts available for an initial exploratory study and award 
larger amounts for more detailed plans at subsequent stages.

• Research programmes should create an equal playing field for 
research partners. They can achieve this by not clinging too 
tightly to roles such as “researcher” and “problem holder” and 
allowing SMEs to determine which questions are asked. The 
mission areas relate to societal challenges, for which all the 
partners are “problem holders” but also “knowledge providers” 
who can play a relevant role in devising broadly supported, 
socially accepted solutions. An equal playing field should be 
facilitated through funding. Thus, schemes should be opened 
up not only to research institutions but also to creative 
businesses and civil society organisations, on the condition 
that the parties work together, possibly at the regional level.

• Research programmes should take successes from the 
creative industries as examples. Certain past programmes are 
regarded as successes by people in the creative industries. 
They include the former Dutch government architect’s 
series of competitions aimed at tackling pressing social 
issues. A number of preconditions are seen as factors in 
that programme’s success. One is collaboration between a 
wide range of partners whose involvement in the desired 
innovations and transitions was regarded as necessary from 
various economic and societal standpoints. Another factor 
cited was the relative openness of the competition, which 
allowed methods of change and cooperation to be developed 
in an experimental way, tested in practice, and evaluated 
with an eye to validating, disseminating and preserving the 
knowledge gained. Another example of an effective project 
is Overijssel province’s successful Met Creativiteit Meer 
Industrie (Creativity Means Business), which paired artists 
and designers with SMEs. A variant on this idea could involve 
pairing artists and designers with holders of societal problems.

• Research programmes should increase the accessibility of 
their schemes. They can do this by focusing not exclusively 
on the mission areas but also on other urgent societal issues 
and on areas in which artists, designers and academics 
conduct future-oriented fundamental research with practical 
partners. They should preferably partner with an organisation 
such as the Creative Industries Fund NL in order to increase 
accessibility. They should ensure hat language use, means of 
communication, and formulation of calls are better attuned to 
the experiences of people in the creative industries and that 
there is sufficient scope for fundamental creative research.

• Research programmes should focus on the creative industries’ 
methods. Research schemes should explicitly emphasise the 
creative industries’ design and research methods as their most 
important area of expertise for tackling societal challenges. 
The KEM categories should be used as a set of basic principles, 
a source of inspiration and a development tool, not as a 
compulsory framework that applications must fit into.

• Research programmes should strengthen the role of 
matchmakers and lecturers. They should further develop and 
facilitate the role matchmakers and lecturers play in relation 
to the creative industries, as regional coordinators who set up 
exploratory projects, bring together relevant partners, widen 
access to financial resources and make research results visible 
and accessible. All this will serve to strengthen the universities 
of applied sciences’ role as research institutes.

Colofon

Written by:
Karin van Beurden and Jeroen van den Eijnde

Translated by:
Laura Martz

Contributors:

1. The SIA task force for applied research funds research 
by universities of applied sciences in the Netherlands 
and facilitates collaboration between these universities, 
industry and public bodies. CLICKNL is a research and 
innovation network for the Dutch creative industries.

2. The appointed matchmakers were the professors Jeroen 
van den Eijnde (ArtEZ University of the Arts), Michel van 
Dartel (Avans University of Applied Sciences), Christine 
de Lille (The Hague University of Applied Sciences), Peter 
Joore (NHL Stenden University of Applied Sciences) 
and Karin van Beurden (Saxion University of Applied 
Sciences).

3. See www.clicknl.nl/en/research-agenda-kems-mission-
driven-innovation.

Additional Information

About the illustrations:
On request of the regional matchmakers for the Go Creative 
Industry (GoCI) program, Taskforce for Applied Research SIA 
delivered data of 44 approved applications for the KIEM GoCI 
arrangement: a SIA and CLICKNL seed funding of € 40.000,- 
maximum to strengthen the knowledge base of the creative 
sector in relation to the national policy for innovation 
driven mission areas. These data have been analysed by 
matchmakers Jeroen van den Eijnde and Karin van Beurden, 
both professors in applied design research. Conclusions 
based on these data illustrate this article.
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A closer look at collaboration 
for impact through applied 
design research

In order to more effectively deploy the innovative power of the 
creative industries to solve urgent problems facing society, design 
researchers at knowledge institutions are collaborating with 
creative professionals and parties outside the creative sector, 
including local governments, civil society organisations and 
businesses, to generate new insights and expertise. What criteria 
must these collaborative relationships fulfil in order to create 
multiple types of value? And what is the contribution and relevance 
of this value creation for the creative sector?

Four design research professors appointed as matchmakers 
within SIA and CLICKNL’s Go Creatieve Industrie (GoCI) programme 
examined applied design researchers’ contributions to 
Collaboration for Impact. This magazine describes a selection 
of 30 highly varied projects, including 20 funded by the KIEM 
GoCI call. The other 10 received various types of funding but also 
involved collaboration with and for creative professionals. Jeroen 
van den Eijnde (ArtEZ University of the Arts), Michel van Dartel 
(Avans University of Applied Sciences), Peter Joore (NHL Stenden 
University of Applied Sciences) and Karin van Beurden (Saxion 
University of Applied Sciences) analysed the projects in terms of 
outcomes, value generation and cooperation.

Outcomes
In many of the described projects, the main goal is not so much 
to develop a prototype or service but rather a tool, i.e. a practical 
method or set of instructions. The matchmakers distinguish three 
main categories:

• Tools for the creative industries, intended specifically for 
designers and architects. These are created for purposes such 
as determining sustainability (the Doughnut Architecture 
project) or building a construction database (the Identical 
Strangers project). 

• Tools for facilitating collaboration in relation to large societal 
challenges.

• Tools for interventions. These have to do with short-term 
activities typically designed to bring together people from a 
range of backgrounds (such as the Amstelpark Trees tell their 
Stories project).

According to the matchmakers, while these tools are interesting, it 
is often unclear exactly who a method is being developed by, whom 
it is intended for, and whether it will actually be used. While final 
users are frequently involved in the tools’ development, often there 
is no real co-creation; rather, they mostly seem to be invited to talk 
about use in discussions, dialogues and focus groups. Although 
these do provide insight into users’ living environments, performing 
design activities together can also bring out aspects that are 
difficult to verbalise or implicit in use.

Big ambitions, bold assumptions
The ambitions formulated in project applications are often lofty. 
“The question is how many of these KIEM projects will genuinely 
grow enough afterward to be able to realise those enormous 
ambitions,” says Michel van Dartel. “On the other hand, KIEM 
projects are intended as cautious first steps, so it’s OK if that 
doubt is there.” 

Project applications also often contain substantial assumptions, 
which are by no means always tested in the projects themselves, 
the matchmakers observed. The articulation of research questions 
often involves assumptions that lack any real grounding. Thus, 
the submitters of a research proposal involving the construction 
industry state that their project will completely change the 
construction process in the future but do not specify how this 
might actually happen. Another proposal states that an innovative 
form of textile waste recycling will solve a major environmental 
problem. This assumption is worded in extremely ambitious terms 
considering that the applicants are working on only a small partial 
solution.

Broad and vague or small and specific
The KIEM GoCI call provides scope to seek answers to small-scale 
questions, but in practice, the big ambitions that characterise 
many projects are translated into poorly defined research tasks. 
Focus can be lacking, as well as awareness of what can be achieved 
in a year on a relatively limited budget. “These big ambitions may 
result from the fact that the GoCI projects are expressly embedded 
in the mission areas, which is also the case with other calls,” says 
Jeroen van den Eijnde. “But if you set very broad, vague goals, you 
get broad, vague results. The question is what you do next. On the 
other hand, asking about all the subsequent steps up front could 
mean losing that seed character [kiem is Dutch for “seed” – ed.]. 
You have to leave room for unexpected developments, and you 
don’t need to know everything before you start. Small projects 
like the KIEM GoCI ones are financially less risky anyway, and if one 
of these projects comes to nothing, then it’s acted as a filter for 
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bigger investments.” The matchmakers especially appreciate more 
modest but promising initiatives whose applicants have already 
thought about potentially scaling up their research.

The aim of the KIEM call is for small projects to lead to bigger 
follow-up projects or broad rollouts. Rather than lurching from 
one project grant to the next, the aim is a lengthier research 
process that starts with a KIEM project and grows into something 
bigger. Often this does not happen, however. According to the 
matchmakers, proposals should state more explicitly what a project 
is a seed (kiem) for – a larger study, a societal development, a 
product. Some projects do not appear to need a KIEM phase; the 
initiators already know what they want to create and have more 
than enough expertise to achieve it. Some are actually regular 
design or development projects that will be used to earn money for 
the partners. But this is not what KIEM projects are intended for.

Multiple value creation
The matchmakers distinguish different types of value: economic, 
social, cultural, ecological and intellectual. “A lot of projects focus 
on technical knowledge, but acceptance of a technical innovation 
within the overarching social system is at least as relevant,” says 
Peter Joore. Van den Eijnde adds: “The most interesting projects 
are holistic. They focus on different types of value at the same 
time. Ideally a project will generate all five types of value. It’s also 
essential to collaborate with different partners who have diverse 
interests.” Karin van Beurden concurs: “A condition of successful 
multiple value creation is that you involve partners from the entire 
chain.”

Van den Eijnde adds: “The most fascinating projects try to 
balance those different interests and make the right choices in 
that context. In light of KIEM’s formulation of the task, a lot of 
people are juggling multiple types of value in their projects. And 
this is an added value of KIEM. I definitely see a role emerging for 
creative professionals as people who connect parties and achieve 
multiple value creation in a project in this way. Often, economic 
value is dominant in relation to social and cultural value. Some 
projects are about knowledge as a value, although often that 
value is not explicitly mentioned. As if practice-oriented research 
doesn’t generate new knowledge. But practice-oriented research 
absolutely does have intellectual value, as far as we’re concerned.”

As a good example of promising multiple value creation, the 
matchmakers cite the project Stories from Watertown. In it they 
observe a highly specific type of storytelling expertise found 
only in the creative industries. This is used to develop a method 
focused on a concrete object while discovering in a nonverbal 
way which stakeholders are involved in the project and what their 
values, ideologies, interests and objectives are. Another example 
of promising multiple value creation is the Amstelpark project, in 
which trees tell their story. Here, art is used to link two fields of 
knowledge – biology and law – and to engage the public in the 
possibilities around according nature a legal status.

All the projects described in this magazine tend to involve a great 
deal of cooperation between partners who would not ordinarily sit 
around a table together but elect to do so to address a complex 
problem related to the mission areas. This generates different 
types of value by definition. In the matchmakers’ opinion, a project 
can only be successful if these types of value do not remain stuck 
in their groups of origin but also find their way into other groups. 
Some projects do not appear to seek to widen the scope of value 
creation at all. Yet the intention is that they should. The point of 
the call is to enable the generation of generalisable or transferable 
value and knowledge, or of results that will be useful and relevant 
for other parties. Knowledge-sharing is the goal.

Stakeholder engagement
The degree of partners’ engagement varies somewhat by project. 
What is important, according to the matchmakers, is how partners 
are involved in a project. Sometimes researchers build on an 

existing network. Relatively often, they seek out new collaborative 
relationships. KIEM forces project teams to think about who they 
need. The call for multiple value creation therefore also leads to 
new collaborations.

In some cases, partners are brought in for a particular reason 
but not asked to play a role beyond commenting. “Only in a few 
projects do people explicitly discuss the collaboration itself, 
with reference to terms like calm, open communication, trust and 
patience,” says Michel van Dartel. “But this is a precondition for 
ongoing engagement and multiple value creation. It’s important to 
keep partners engaged throughout the duration of the project, not 
just at the beginning and end. The reports don’t say much about 
how the collaboration itself went. They say the parties are working 
together, but not how. And yet there’s so much that could be 
learned from that.”

Peter JooreKarin van Beurden

Jeroen van den EijndeMichel van Dartel
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Creative professionals’ contribution
Sometimes a creative party plays the role of a connector in a 
project. Or they may solely act as a designer. Other times, the 
matchmakers say, the nature of the creative’s role or involvement 
is unclear. Are they acting as a connector? A catalyst? The 
project results offer little reflection on these questions. Creative 
professionals normally work one-on-one. Here, they are included in 
a complex multi-stakeholder process, but the projects never frame 
this as a learning aim in itself.

A creative professional is often the one who, in taking a more 
holistic approach, understands that a great many elements 
need to work together to achieve a particular goal. This can be 
accomplished in an active manner, by getting the various parties 
around the table together, or by developing specific visual 
communication methods for use between partners. The art is to 
act on all the different types of value in order to achieve a genuine 
impact. 

To achieve multiple value creation it’s necessary to involve a 
creative party, add Karin van Beurden and Michel van Dartel. 
Involving the creative industries increases the chance of impact. 
If you have creative people on board, the likelihood of creating 
multiple types of value is higher. Collaborating with different 
parties enables you to do that. And likewise, if you want to create 
multiple types of value you need to collaborate with multiple 
parties.

“Collaboration is often seen as difficult in the creative industries, 
especially by solopreneurs,” Van Dartel says. “The KIEM GoCI call 
does reflect on the creative process, but we aren’t seeing much 
of that in the projects yet. How does collaboration affect creative 
professionals’ practice? That isn’t being explicitly shared with 
other parties in the creative industries yet, and it should be. In the 
past, the creative party was always brought in to make an impact 
on the other field, but now it’s the other way round. That’s going to 
be really important for the creative sector.”

Relevance for the creative industries
It is by no means always clear what kind of knowledge is being 
generated for the creative industries in the projects, the 
matchmakers state. Adding demonstrable value for creative 
businesses is almost never cited as an explicit goal. Emphasis on 
the missions gets in the way of thinking about other subjects 
of relevance to the creative industries. Multiple value creation is 
still too focused on the other stakeholders attached to a project. 
Yet projects should also genuinely serve designers’ interests and 
engagement. The matchmakers therefore deem it essential that 
any knowledge and experience relevant to the creative sector 
be shared within that sector. This does not always happen, and 
getting hold of a project’s results can be very difficult. Thus far, 
seeds appear to be germinating mainly in adjacent fields rather 
than in the creative industries themselves. The situation needs 
to be improved at the next stage so that more knowledge can be 
developed in and for the creative industries themselves.
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Collaboration for impact.
Collaboration for Impact (CfI) is a magazine developed by Network 
Applied Design Research (NADR) in cooperation with the GoCi 
programme of CLICKNL and Taskforce Applied Research SIA. 
Collaboration for Impact shows the added value of applying design 
research in, with and beyond the creative industry. In the magazine, 
32 inspiring applied design research projects are presented. 
The stories presented are witnesses of the fact that multiple 
value creation urgently needs discipline and boundary crossing 
collaboration. These stories also show that we need to learn more 
about these collaborations to increase their potential impact and 
why we should stay curious, step out of our comfort zone, inspire 
each other, and create the space to do so. 
The magazine ends with two article by GoCI matchmakers, 
reflecting on the presented applied design projects and on how 
the Creative Industry can be strengthened in solving social issues.


